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ADDENDUJ\(
LABOR RATES
LINES OF PROGRESSION
.
.-\GREE'IE~T
THIS .-\GREE~IE~T is made and entered into this 1st day of ApriL 1994, by and bet\.veen:
BOARD OF PUBLIC GTILITIES, Jamesto\\iTI, Ne\v York (hereinafter referred to as the
"
Employer")
JJ1d
LOCAL L:-;IO:\ )rO. .+59 of the ~TER."iA TION.-\L BROTHERHOOD OF ELECTRIC.-\L
\\"0 RKERS (hereinafter referred to as "L nion").
ARTICLE I
Section .L.l : Reco2:nition
~ )
(A) This Agreement as executed by the parties hereto shall constitute the entire and only
agreement benveen the parties hereto. As a result of the Certification of Results of the Elections
dated the 19th day of October, 1967 and dated the 11th day of December, 1974, the Employer
recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent for all maintenance, production
\'vorkers and construction \\i"orkers and office clerical employees of the Electric and Water
Di visions of the Employer with respect to rates of pay, hours of work, arid other conditions of
employment. exclusive of supervisory employees, confidential employees. professional
employees. and guards (as described in the election units betvveen the parties).
Should the Board of Public utilities establish any ne\\i"job titles that are not currently in
existence, the Board of Public utilities shall give a copy of this new job title to the Union.
After a discussion~ should the parties fail to agree as to the inclusion or exclusion in the
bargaining group of this new job title. either party may then, under the impass procedure. file with
Perb for a determination as to proper status of this new job title.
The parties to the agreement recognize the desirability for employees in the bargaining unit to
actively participate in Lnion matters in accordance with the Union Constitution and By-Laws~
however, it is also recognized that this participation shall not in any way violate the provisions of
this .-\greement.
.
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Section .L.l: Reco2nition (Cont.)
(B) The Union agrees that its members who are employees of the Employer v.;ill individually
and collectively perform loyal and efficient service; that they will use their influence and best
efforts to protect the property of the Employer, and will cooperate with the Employer to this end
at all times.
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ARTICLE II
Section 2.1 - Cnion Securitv
C pon completion of the probationary period. (no longer than six (6) months). every employee
covered by this .-\greement shall. as a condition of employment: (1) become a member of the
L nion and maintain his or her membership in the C nion in accordance \\i:h its Constitution and
By-L.lws: or (2) in the alternative. an employee must tender a registration fee to the Lnion in such
an .lffiount as the Cnion may pres-:ribe (but in no event to exceed the initiation fee required of
Cnion members).;md shall tender. monthlv. an a~encv fee as established 0'/ the Lnion in Jl1
~
"
amount not to exceed the amount of the monthly dues and per capita fees required of Cnion
members in his base \vage rate: (The monthly agency fee shall be the same amount as the
monthly union dues).
(A) A11Yemployee who is or \\ho becomes a member of the Union shall, as a condition of
employment. maintain his membership in the Union in accordance with its Constitution and By-
La\vs or pay the monthly agency fee as provided above.
(B) Cpon receipt ofa \\Titten Lnion procedure to provide a refund to a non-union employee
\vho objects to the Cnion's use of some of his agency fee for political or ideological purposes and
a. \Vithin 60 days of the signing of this Agreement, the Union shall provide to the BPU
Personnel Office a list of all employees in the bargaining unie indicating for each whether
union dues or an agency fee should be deducted from their paycheck. The Employer shall
make all such deductions from payrolls on the basis of the list as supplied by the Union. It
sh::1l1be the responsibility of the Cnion to maintain a current list.
b. The L nion shall indemnify' and hold harmless the Board of Public Ltilities and its
officials or employees from any cause of action. claim loss, or damages incurred as a result
of the Employer's deduction of an agency fee from any employee. The Union shall have no
right or interest in anv agency fee deduction until such collected monies are actually paid to
_ J _
~
the C nion. C pon the forwarding by mail of payment of the agency fee deduction to the last
known address of the Cnion. the Board of Public Utilities and its officers and employees
shall be relieved from all tiabilities to deduct such fees and deliver such deductions to the
L nion.
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Section 2.2 - Checkoff
The Employer shall deduct from their \vages and pay over to the proper officer of the Union,
the membership initiation fee and monthly dues of the bargaining group employees ~'ho are
members of the Union and who have individually authorized such deductions in ""Titing.
Section 2.3 : A2encv Shoo Fee
Upon the effective date of this Agreement and during the terms of this A.greement~the
Employer shall deduct a registration and a monthly agency fee from the ",,-agesof a bargaining
group employee who is not a member of the Union, in an amount equivalent to the initiation and
monthly dues levied by the Union upon its members. Such amount shall be deducted on a
monthly basis and shall be transmitted at the same time and to the same officer as the monthly
dues and registration fees referred to in Section 2.2.
.
Section 2.4 : DisDute
,,:-;--).,~
.,....
If any dispute arises under the provisions of this title, it shall be referred directly to the
appropriate Committees ,under i\rticle VIII, Section 8.1, second step for determination under the
grievance procedure provided for in this Agreement.
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ARTICLE III
HOCRS OF E'[PLOY'IE~T
A~D QVERTL\IE PAY
- -
Section D: Hours of Emoloyment
The normal scheduled work we~k for all employees covered by this Agreement shall consist of
ci zht (S) hours a jav and fortv (40) hours a \veek. \vith the understanding that anv of such
-
-..
'
-
.,
cr:-'.pl(Jyecs may be required to work in excess of forty (-\.0) hours per \veek to meet emergencies
\v~i~h \vlll be paid for on an over:ime basis as described below:
(.-\) "Shift" employees are defir.ed as those working on jobs that are operated nventy-four
hours per day, seven (7) day per \veek, and who rotate according to schedule as to the hours of the
day and days of the week. Shift \-vork schedules require Saturday, Sunday and Holiday work.
Shift schedules shall start between 7 :00 A.M. and 8 :00 A.M.; 3 :00 P.M. and 4:00 P.M.; 11 :00
P.:\L and 12:00 midnight, and shall consist of eight (8) consecutive hours.
Relief shift employees \vhen not working on operations will work the same hours as "day
work" employees in the generating station with relief days on \Vednesday 7:00 A.~L to 3:00 P.Nt.
and Thursday and Friday 3:00 P.:\1. to 11:00 P.~1. as assigned. They \vill work same as shift
employees when assigned to shift schedules.
(B) "Day work" employees are defined as those whose regular hours of \vork are scheduled as
eight (8) consecutive hours (exclusive of time out for lunch) between the hours of 7:00 .J\.NL and
5:00 P.yL, over a period of five (5) consecutive days per week, ~londay through Friday. The
current practice of hours worked in the computer room will remain unchanged.
(C) "Scheduled" employees are defined as those whose regularly scheduled hours of ',,\lork may
be during any t'.venty-four ( 2-\.)hour period. usually on a day and evening schedule but not around
the ~lock. such as a shift employee. Scheduled employees may have schedules requiring
Saturday. Sunday. and Holiday work.
(0) The Board of Public Utilities and the Union will meet and work out summer hours by
Departments where it is feasible and where such hours do not increase normal overtime or require
hiring of additional employees other than those normally hired temporarily during the sununer.
(E) :\ny pennanent changes in the above scheduled hours shall be by mutual agreement. except in
cases of emergency. .-\t1er the emergency is over. the employees shall return to their regular work
schedules. Emenzencv is detined in Section 12.8.
P:lge 5
Section 3.2 -Overtime Pay
-- -
(A) Time and One-half - Overtime payment of time and one-half the straight time Vi-age,shall
be paid for all work perfonned off schedule on a regularly scheduled work day and all time
\vorked on a regularly scheduled rest day~except as otheI"\viseprovided.
Scheduled overtime shall be arranged in advance insofar as it is possible based upon
operational circumstances. The Employer will make every effort to give at least twenty-four (24)
hours advance notice of overtime. No meals paid for if scheduled time does not exceed one meal
period.
Emergency overtime is overtime that cannot be arranged tWenty-four (24) hours in advance.
~1eals will be furnished or paid for and eaten on paid time not to exceed one-half (1/2) hour
during emergency overtime when such overtime: (i) continues beyond regular working hours, (ii)
starts at least two (2) hours before regular working hours and continues into regular working
hours, or (iii) is for a period of five (5) hours or more and extends beyond a regular meal time
(12:00 ~Iidnight, 6:00 A.M., 12:00 Noon, 6:00 P.M.).
(B) Double Time - Two (2) times the straight time wage rate shall be paid to "Day \Vork"
employees for time worked on Sundays or Holidays.
.~l
Two (2) times the straight time wage rate shall be paid to "Shift" employees and "Scheduled"
employees for time worked on a Holiday, providing the Holiday is not a scheduled day, and for
time worked on the second day of rest (second day after last scheduled work day of the
employee's assigned \vork week).
For further application of Double Time~ refer to Section 12.l2 - Fifteen Hour Clause.
(C) No employee shall be required to take time off to offset any overtime worked or to be
worked during any regular work week.
In all shift operations where assigned schedules include Saturday, Sunday, and Holiday work~
all such schedules shall be rotated in such manner as to equalize Saturday, Sunday, and Holiday
work among employees involved. Work days and rest days insofar as regularly scheduled work is
concerned shall be consecutive \vhere possible.
All overtime work shall be equalized insofar as possible in each classification of work over a
period not to exceed 120 days.
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Section 3.2 : Overtime Pay (Cont.)
.-\U employees :lIe expected to \vorl\. .1 re.lsonJ.ble J.mount of oVertime,
(D) The Union J.grees to assist and cooperJ.te \v1th the Employer to avoid abuse and misuse of
overtime by employees conducting themselves in such a manner as to create overtime by various
means.
(E) The Employer and the Union agree to establish a procedure by Department vY'hereby over a
~eriod of time. overtime can be more evenly shared or equalized.
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.-\RTICLE IV
CALL-O{jT PAY
Section 4.1 - Call-Out
A straight time allowance of four ( 4 ) hours will be credited to hourly men called out in cases
of emergency outside their regular 'Yvorkinghours for each call-out up to and including three (3)
during any overtime period each day. Following the third call-out, overtime pay will be
computed on hours actually worked. If during any call-out the overtime rate for time actually
"vorked exceeds four and ( 4 ) hours of straight time rate, the hours worked shall govern the
determination of overtime pay. This Section shall not apply to the extension (before or after) of
the scheduled work day. In the case of call-outs, working time shall be computed from the time
the call is received until the work is completed.
w:" )
..
-';"
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ARTICLE V
RIGHTS OF :\L-\..'\.-\GE:\lE~T
Section 5.1 : Ri2:hts
The Employer reser..:es its exclusive rights to ex~rcise the normal functions of management.
This shall include the right to hire new employees and to direct the working forces and manage its
operations. to discipline. suspend. discharge for just cause. lay-off. transfer employees and
~ransfer employees because of lack of '.\lork. require employees to observe reasonable Employer
rules and regulations. and to decide the method and schedule of work and production. etc. subject
to 'WTIttenprovisions of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE \'1
SENIORITY
Section 6.1 - SenioritY
Probationary period, promotions. lay-off, or demotions because of abolition of positions or
curtailment of funds, and recall, shall be handled in accordance 'v'iiththe applicable provisions of
the current labor contract.
Section 6.2 - SenioritY List and Civil Service Status
- --
Twelve (12) copies of an up-to-date seniority list and civil service status list shall be furnished
to the Union semi-annually or upon request.
Section 6.3 - SenioritY Defined
.
.,
'
'.')
(A) Seniority as used herein shall apply to regular employees and shall mean length of service
(and qualifications as defined below) in continuous employment of the Employer, in the
bargaining unit. An employee shall not accumulate seniority during temporary employment.
However, after he has completed his temporary employment and has been made a regular
employee, his seniority shall begin \vith the first day of his continuous employment. Layoffs,
sick or accident' leaves. or leave of absence. shall not atIect an employee's seniority. However,
employees shall not accumulate seniority for vacation allotment during a leave of absence unless
such leave of absence is for lavoff. sickness or accident.
(B) All new pennanent employees who are not on a temporary basis shall be on a probationary
basis for a period not more than six (6) months and shall thereafter be placed on the seniority list
dating back to the date ofjirst continuous employment. Any such probationary employee who
does not meet the entire approval of the Employer may be dismissed for any reason without
recourse before the expiration of the probationary period. In any event, the probationary period
shall not be more than six (6) months.
The Employer will send to the Union a copy of any employee notice regarding the probationary
period and any employee's request for extension must be signed by the employee.
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Section 6.3: SenioritY Defined (Cont.)
i C) 1 In the rilling o:"o::'Clf',C:eS.in the reduction in forces due to Lick of\\ork.lI1d rec:lll.
seniority. qualitications and normal progression shall be the governing factors within the
foilo\',:in~:
First. on a Department b:lsis:
Second. on a Division basis: and
Third. on a Svstem-wide basis.
The Di visions and Deca...'"1mentsare set forth in the :ltt:lched Exhibits.
It is understood that in the application of this Paragraph, the employee shall receive the rate of
pay for the job he is performing. .
Job vacancies in the unit shall be posted for a period of ten (10) calendar days. During this
period, any employee desiring an opportunity to bid must mail his bid to the Employer with a
copy to the Unit Chairman. Local .+59 postmarked not later than midnight of the tenth (lOth) day.
It is understood. however. that a successful bidder will only be transferred to the bidded job after
a replacement is obtained for the position from which he bidded. The Employer \vi11 make a good
f:lith effort to obtain a replacement in a reasonable length of time depending upon all the
circumstances involved.
If after ninety \.vork days have elapsed from the expiration of ajob posting and the Employer
has not a\.varded such job. then the Employer shall repost the job vacancy prior to hiring an
employee off the street.
The parties agree to set forth normal progression in letter tOnTI.
2. Qualitications shall be detined as follows:
(a) Performance of work assigned in a manner as safe and economical as possible
under the circumstances.
(b) Knowledge and experience. previously acquired. of the job to be tilled. Temporary
assignments made outside of seniority shall not be the qualifying factor.
(c) Cooperation with Supervisors.
(d) Protection 0 f the la \vful interests 0 f the Employer.
(c' PunctuJ.litv J.nd observance of the rules and regulations of the Employer.
Page l l
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Section 6.3 : SenioritY Defined (Cont.)
(D) \Vhen a lay-off because of a lack of \vork or a reduction of the \vork force is necessary, the
Employer shall notify the Union and arrange a meeting to work out the exact procedure to be
followed giving recognition to seniority and qualifications. In case of a reduction of the \vork
force, the elimination of/or reassignment of work, the Employer will offer affected employees,
based upon seniority and qualifications, reassignment
First, on a Department basis
Second, on a Division basis
Third, on a System-\vide basis
In the event such reassignment falls within a fonnerly held job classification, the affected
employee shall enjoy the highest pay step of that classification that he received while previously
holding such classification. However, such affected employee shall not enjoy the six (6) week
break-in period listed below.
In the event it becomes necessary to reduce the work force in any Department because of lack
of work, the displaceIflent or movement of employees shall be in the inverse order of the usual
progression within that Department, Division and System in accordance with seniority and
qualifications.
~~J
Beginning with the classification and the work area where the surplus work force exists, those
employees of that classification in that work area having the most seniority shall replace those
employees in the department. The displaced employees will then be reduced to the next lower
classitication.
This process shall continue until a work force surplus develops in the lowest classification in
the department. The surplus employees shall displace employees having less seniority in any
other classification:
First, in any Department
Second, in any Division
Third, in System- \Vide
A senior employee can displace ajunior employee if he is qualified to perform the job he is
replacing. An employee who is awarded a job or reassigned a job shall be given a period of time
not to exceed six (6) weeks to acquaint himself with the job and to fill it. The Employer will
make every good faith effort during this six (6) week period to assist the employee to become
acquainted with the job. .
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Section 6.3 : SenioritY Defined (Cont.)
Reassigned. displaced. or laid off emplo:~es shall be reinstated or recalled in the inverse order
o r' the above.
All affected employees shall retain their seniority in the department division at the date of
transfer or lay-off for a period of one (1) year from the date of such transfer but shall take no
department seniority to the department to \\hich transferred.
:\ny employee being laid off shall receive his unused and accrued vacation in a lump sum in
addition to his regular paycheck 'shieh shall include all hours worked up to and including his last
day of \vork. This payment to be made on the next regular pay period after lay-off.
.-\ny employee aff~cted by the above \viii be paid the rate of pay for the job that he has been
reassigned (wage rate will be paid for the job performed).
(E) Any employee shall lose his seniority under any of the following circumstances:
1. Voluntar:.,; termination of his employment~
2. Discharge for just cause:
~ =-)
~
'-
...
I
3. Vvnen an employee. indetinitely laid-off fails to return to \\lork within t\vo (2) \Neeks
after VvTlttennotice by certified or registered mail to his last knO'NIl address, requesting such
return, or if such employee fails to notify the Employer of his intention to return to work
within one (l) week after \vritten notice has been delivered to him;
.
~. If he is absent Vvithout notitication to the Employer for three (3) consecutive
working days (unless there is a reasonable excuse of an unusual and unanticipated nature.
such as unconsciousness or being lost in a remote area, etc.) (\Vith respect to the above.
the notification is applicable to the first three days.)
or
5. Lay-otI exceeding one (1) year.
(F) Employees may accept supervisory positions Vv'iththe Employer which are not covered by
this Agreement without loss of seniority already accumulated. but shall not accumulate any
additional seniority during the period they occupy positions outside the scope of this A.greement.
.-\n employee may be returned to the C nit within a six-month period without loss of accumulated
senioritv as described 3.bove.
The Employer \\illl provide the Cnion \vith \'-Tltten notice of promotions to supervisory
positions and include itemized iist \)(' Juties.
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Section 6.3 : SenioritY Defined (Cont.)
lG) The Board of Public Utilities will make every effort to place any emplo"vee laid-off because
of the reduction in force. reassignment of work, and/or elimination of work elsewhere in the
utility~ if possible, consistent \-'Iithseniority clauses of this Agreement. \Vhere such placement is
not possible. the Board \-villmake a reasonable effort to place such an employee with another
municipal position at the same or higher wage rate \-vhenpossible.
Historically, it has been the practice of this Employer, as noted in Section 6.3 (G) of the
current contract, to make every effort to place any laid off employee. In the event that
regionalization occurs or changes take place due to deregulation, environmental mandates or other
circumstances that would jeopardize the jobs of existing employees, the Employer will make a
good faith effort in cooperation \\-iL.~the Union to find positions for adversely affected bargaining
unit personnel.
(H) Clarification - Job Posting - Civil Service
It is understood by both the Board of Public Utilities and the Union that all jobs covered by the
bargaining group must be posted and bid according to the current Labor contract. That is to say,
if an employee is on a "Certificate of Eligibles" list, he must still bid the job so that he can be
given consideration for the job. Should the employee not bid the job during the ten-day period, it
is then Union's responsibility to have the employee sign a canvass letter to indicate that the
employee is not interested in this job at this time only.
~ ). ...
~p. It is also understood that when a "Certificate of Eligibles" list exists containing three or more
names for a certain job, and an employee bids the job and is not on this list, he. will be disqualified
for that particular job at the time of the bid only.
Section 6." : Postin2:s
The Employer agrees to make a reasonable effort to post the following items on the Union
bulletin boards:
(A) All notices of Civil Service exams relevant to bargaining group classifications.
(B) All job awards.
(C) Yearly sick leave accumulations.
(D) Annual Holiday observance dates
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ARTICLE "II
LEA YES OF ABSE~CE
Section 7.1 - Cnion Activities
:\t the request of the C nion, one employee shall be granted a leave of absence \vithout pay for
the purpose of accepting a position \vith the International Union, provided such leave of absence
does not ~xceed one ( 1) vear and Drovided there is sufficient advance notice to enable the
. .
Employ~r to obtain a qualified r~pbcement for the position vacated. Such ~mployee shall
:lCcumubte seniority durln~ the tl:-st vear of such leave of absence. This teave of absence is
.
-
.
rene\vable ever~i year \vith mutUal consent of both parties.
The Employer agrees to cooperate with the Union to allow additional employees a leave of
absence \\'ithout pay for Union activities (Conventions, etc.) taking skills required to maintain
efficient operations into consideration. However. such leaves of absence must be upon written
application of the employee and \\ith the approval of the Employer.
Section 7.2 - Personal Leaves of Absence
-- -)
Reasonable leaves of absence \vithout pay will be granted in sole discretion of the Employer for
personal reasons and in accordance with Civil Service Laws and Rules, if applicable, provided
such requests are made by the employee in \\Titing and provided there is written approval of the
Employer. Seniority shall accumulate during the period of such leave for bumping and bidding
purposes only.
Section 7.3 - Personal Leave
Three (3) days per period of personal leave, noncumulatively, will be granted; \vith no loss of
wages, for personal reasons to the employees. Such reason need not be relayed to management.
Requests for such days shall be tr:msmitted to the B.P.V. at least t\venty-four (2'+) hours in
advance. (A. minimum of one (1) hour will be allowed.)
~e\v permanent employees must complete six (6) months continuous satisfactory service
before they 3.re eligible for personal leave time.
PERIOD shall be defined as ".-\pnl 1 through \farch 31.
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Section 7...1- Sick Leave
----
1. (a) Sick leave allow'ance shall be accrued at the rate of one (1) day for each calendar month
of service.
a. Employees shall be allo\ved unlimited usage .ofaccumulated sick leave for extended
illness.
b. Upan retirement employee shall be eligible to be paid for accumulated but unused
sick leave as follovis:
Effective 4/1/9'+
Effective 4/1:95
560 hours
580 hours
Effective 4/1196 590 haurs
600 hoursEffective 4/1/97
~
-~~)
2. Sick leave can be used by employee, if he sa desires, far dental, medical, .oreye examinatian,
praviding there is at least farty-eight (48) haurs advance ta the Emplayer (unless there is an
emergency) and praviding the emplayee returns immediately ta wark after the examinatian (if
permitted by the dactor) and praviding such examinatian cannat be scheduled during non-
working hours. Emplayees using sick lt~aveta caver an examination, or medical appointment
may use .onehalf (1/2) haur far periads occurring either at the beginning .orending of the
employee's wark day .or lunch periad. For all ather such useage, a minimum of one (1) hour will
be allawed.
3. Any emplayee who is ill shall notify his supervisar .orthe .office as early as practicable sa
that the necessary relief emplayee may be called. . The emplayee \viU state when he expects to
return ta work.
Any emplayee shall submit a \\TItten sick leave request na later than farty-eight haurs after
his return ta wark. Failure ta da sa will farfeit emplayee's right ta any sick leave pay far that
period and may result in discipline.
4. Any emplayee wha is ill an a day befare .orafter a legal Haliday .orscheduled vacatian shall
submit a dactar's certificate cavering such illness .ora supparted affidavit satisfactary ta the
General Nlanager.
(Article VII. Sectian 7.4 subsection 4 is very clear an the necessity .ofsubmitting a physician's
statement .oran affidavit cancerning the use .of sick time an a day immediately preceding .or
immediately subsequent ta a Haliday .orvacation. This section shall nat apply ta shift warkers
regarding illness before. .orafter a legal Haliday.)
5. Temparary' .or seasanal employees are not entitled ta sick leave.
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Section 7A: Sick Leave (Coot.)
6. Emp[oy~~s must call th~ Employ~r in 2dva...'1c~of abs~nc~ and advis~ of the nature of the
il:ness. .lnd must sp~cify \\h~n t~e ~mp10Y~~ ~X:pects to r~tum to work.
7. .-\n ~mploy~~'s regular straight-tim~ rate will b~ paid.
8. In th~ event there is a question of illness or injUI)/ arising under the tenns of this A.greement,
the Employer may require a doctor's certificate and/or request the employee to be examined by an
Employer's doctor. and an ~mployee on a prolonged illness or injury must furnish a doctor's
(ertificat~ ~very thirty (30) days if requested by the Emp[oyer.
9. If absence is reasonably expected to Last more than three (3) days. the ~mployee must notify
the Employer as to when he can return to \vork - as soon as he knO\VSand not less than rwenty-
four (24) hours before his return. If not so notitied, the Employer has the right to delay the
employee's return until the employee can be properly scheduled into the work force but not more
than one (1) work day from date of employee's notice of return. (Shift workers only.)
10. Any employee abusing their sick leave provisions shall be subject to disciplinary action,
including discharge.
~- \}
11. R~gardless of other provisions to the contrary. an employee shall not be entitled to sick
l~av~ wh~re such sick leave results from other compensated employment or as a result of a crime.
12. \Vhen on sick leave, an employee must submit a doctor's certiticate except as follows:
R~gardless of other provisions to the contrary. an employee taking time off on sick leave may
take up to a total of t"venty-four (24) hours off in one year without furnishing a doctor's
certificat~. For ~xample. an ~mployee may tak~ three (3) one-day periods. or one (1) one-day
perIod and on~ \ 1) two day period. or one ( 1) three-day period. The maximum is three incidents.
13. .-\fly employee using sick leave for discretionary time off rather than for an illness or injury
is abusing their sick leave. It is understood that an employee using excessive amounts of sick
l~ave particularly over long periods of time, or using sick leave in certain patterns (such as
frequently calling in sick on a ~{onday or Friday, using sick leave when vacation or personal
leave is exhausted. generally using up available sick leave issued on a monthly basis, using sick
l~ave \vhen the work load is heavy. frequent use of small increments of sick leave near the end of
the work day. or claiming to be sick after an argument or dispute) may cease to be an effective
~mployee. Such employee shall be subject to discipline for sick leave abuse.
14. \Vithin the Generation and Production Department in the Electric Division and the
Production Department in the \V:.1terDivision. all vacancies created by sick leave shall, when
possible. be till~d by relief operators :.1ndor by upgrade. Any employee. because of extenuating
,:ircumst;lnc~s or conditions may. upon \\Tl tten notitication to the Employer and the Union.
iecline to be moved to ne\\ aosition.
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Section 7.5 : Reimbursement for \Vorkmen's ComDensation
\Vhen an employee loses time as a result of sickness or injury which will be covered by the
\Vorkmen's Compensation La\v~he shall be entitled to use sick leave for all lost time (provided
the employee has accumulated sick leave in that amount). At a point that the Employer is
reimbursed for this sick leave~the employee shall then be credited with sick leave hours equal to .
the reimbursement. Sick leave hours shall be determined by dividing his hourly rate into the
amount of reimbursement. Hours of sick leave credit shall be rounded to the closest one-half
(1/2) hour.
Section 7.6 - lVlilitarv Leave
Regular employees who are members of the National Guard or the reserve components of the
Armed Forces of the United States shall be granted time off for duty. Wagesshall be paid in
accordance with State and Federal law.
Section 7.7.. lVlaternitv Leave
~ ~
.
;.,)
A. A pregnant employee may be granted maternity leave without pay up to six (6) months.
B. During such maternity leave, an employee may use up to eight (8) weeks sick leave if
accumulated.
C. A doctor's statement as to the titness of the employee for the performance of her duties may
be required at any time before her leave commences, and may be required prior to her return to
duty .
D. Employees having less than one (1) year of continuous employment shall not receive fringe
benefits during such leave but shall continue to accumulate seniority tor bumping and bidding
purposes only.
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ARTICLE VIII
GRIEVA~CE PROCEDCRE A~D
FI~AL RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
Section 8.1 - Grievance Procedure
Either party shall have the right to file a grievance and to be heJId on the grievanc~_ A
g:-ie\"aI1ce shall be defined as any alleged act of misapplication or violation of any clause relevant
to this Agreement. The steps in the grievance procedure, unless othervvise mutually agreed upon.
shall be:
First Step: In the event a grievance arises in a Department or Division, it shall be taken up
v"ithin forty-eight (48) hours. Said grievance shall be taken up with the immediate Supervisor
and the Steward. \vith or ~ithout the aggrieved employee, at mutually convenient times. The
Supervisor shall give his verbal ans\ver ~'ithin three (3) working days.
-- - )
If the grievance is not senled. it shall be reduced to writing, signed by the aggrieved employee,
and submitted to his immediate Supervisor, who shall reply in \\!riting within three (3) working
days after receipt.
Second Step: Within tv.-elve (12) working days after receiving the immediate supervisors
""Titten reply, the grievance shall be discussed between the Steward and a representative of the
Local L"nion and a representative of the Employer, with or without the aggrieved employee. The
Employer shall reply in writing within t\velve (12) "\lorking days of having participated in the
Second Step meeting with the C nion.
Section 8.2 - Time Limit to File Grievance
------
All grievances must be filed in \"Titing within fourteen (14) calendar days of knowledge of the
alleged occurrence. Grievances not so tiled shall be considered waived and not entitled to
consideration.
Either party who violates the time requirements as detined in the grievance procedure shall be
deemed to have abandoned their position and the grievance shall be settled in favor of the
opposite party.
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Section 8.3 - Discussions \vith the Union
-- --
Employees acting as representatives of the Union (not to exceed hvo (2) members) may attend
discussions \vith the Employer during their regular hours without loss of pay, but no employee
not scheduled to \vork during the hours of discussion shall be paid by the Employer for the time
devoted to such discussions. and no employee shall be paid by the Employer for time lost ~hile
acting on behalf of the Union during final resolution of disputes as provided in Section 8.4.
Section 8.4 : Final Resolutions of DisDutes
If no settlement is reached in the Second Step~ the matter shall then be appealed to an Impartial
Arbitrator to be chosen by mutual agreement of the parties hereto.
If the parties fail to agree upon an Arbitrator within a period of fifteen (15) working days, either
party may request a panel of Arbitrators from the American Arbitration Association under its
rules and regulations. The Employer and the Union shall each pay half of the fees and expenses
of the Arbitrator. The cost of stenographic record, if any, shall be paid by the Employer or the
Union~ \vhichever orders the same. The decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding on
both parties, and the Arbitrator shall not have the power to alter, amend or change any terms of
this Agreement.
.0.
_: )
'0
;r
Section 8.5 : International Renresentative
The [nternational Representative may be present during the Grievance Procedure to assist the
Local Union onlv.
Section 8.6 : Contract DisciDlinarv Procedure
The only procedure for taking disciplinary action or measures against any employee covered by
this agreement shall be as set forth in Article XII Section 12.9 and Article VIII under the
grievance procedure of this contract and shall apply in lieu of Section 75 and 76 of the Civil
Service Law.
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ARTICLE IX
HOLIDAY A.'lD HOLIDAY PAY
- -
Section 9.1 - Holidavs
The following guaranteed Holidays are legal Holidays for employees of the Board of Public
Ctilities:
\:cw YcJI'3 Dav
\Vashington' s Birthdav
-
.
Good Fridav
~lemorial Day
July 4th
Labor Day
Veterans Dav
Thanksgiving Day
Day after Thanksgiving
Christmas Eve Dav
Christmas Day
~ew Year's Eve Day
Section 9.1a - \Vashington's Birthday will be observed by all employees on the third (3rd)
~londaY in Februarv.
. .
Section 9.2 - \Vork on Holidavs
----
Employees on hourly rates will be credited with the time they would normally work if the day
was not observed as a Holiday. Those employees who are required to work on a day observed as
a Holiday will be credited \vith the normal number of work hours plus the time they actually
\\fork. For Shift \Vorkers. the day observed as the Holiday will be the day on which the Holiday
falls.
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Section 9.3 - Holida," Observance
1. If a Holiday falls on a Sunday. it shall be observed as a Holiday on the follo\'iing iVIonday.
Employees \vill have that i\-londay off \vith pay. If a Holiday falls on a Sarurday, it shall be
observed on the preceding Friday. Employees will have that Friday off-with pay.
This shall be changed only by mutual agreement of the Union Comminee and the
Employer. For Shift employees, the day of the Holiday shall be the one used for determining
Holiday pay. Employees on hourly rates who are required to ~vork on a day observed as a
Holiday will be paid on an overtime basis for hours actually worked in addition to the Holiday
Pay. When a day observed as a Holiday falls on a day other than a regular work day, the
hours for the Holiday \\il11not be used in d~termining the hours for overtime compensation
except as stated above when \'iork is actually performed.
? If written application for a leave without pay is made at least forty-eight (48) hours before the
Holiday and the application is approved by the Employer, the employee will be eligible for
Holiday pay. .
3. Temporary or seasonal employees are not entitled to Holidays.
~ -:-0--_)
4. Holiday pay for all employees will be based upon their straight-time hourly rate.
5. While wishing to recognize iVlartinLuther King Day, the Employer and Union recognize the
inherent difficulty of closing a utility and disrupting service to our customers. Therefore, to
permit employees to attend the various functions held on this day, an extra personal leave day
will be granted to employees. This makes a total of four (4) personal days. It is understood
that if the utility elects to add ~lartin Luther King Day to the list of recognized holidays, that
such extra day of personal leave would then be exchanged for the holiday.
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ARTICLE X
VACA TIO~S A~D VACA TIO~ ALLO\VA:\fCE
Section 10.1 : Assi!!nment of Vacation Periods
Applications for vacation shall be submitted on or before April 1st of each year. Employees
having t\.vo w'eeks' vacation shall rake at least one week of vacation time in a full week~ those
having three \.veeks' vacation shall take at least (\.vo weeks of vacation time in full weeks; those
having four 'seeks' vacation sha:: :3.ke at least three weeks of vacation time in full \.veeks~ and
those having five \veeks' vacatiof'. shall take at least four weeks of vacation time in full weeks. In
the granting of vacation periods. ;;reference shall be given to the length of employee's ser..-ice.
.-\fter receipt of applications. each Supervisor shall prepare a vacation schedule for his particular
group. However, with vmtten permission of the Employer, an employee may take vacation time
off of not less than four (4) hours and providing there is at least twenty-four (24) hours advance
notice to the Employer. except in cases of emergency, and there is no additional cost to the
Employer. (It is understood that supervision may be used to perform the job when the Employer
considers it necessary to accommodate such short vacation leaves of four (4) hours or less.)
Supervisors shall be responsible for review'ing applications and shall approve only those periods
that do not hamper the normal operations of the system.
\Vithin the Generation and Production Departments of the Electric Division and the Production
Department of the \Vater Division. all vacancies created by vacation shall, when possible, be
filled by relief operators and/or by upgrade. Any employee, because of extenuating
circumstances or conditions may. upon wTitten notification to the Employer and the Union,
decline to be moved to new position.
In times of emergencies. as de:::led in this Agreement. all or part of vacation schedules may be
canceled and ne\v schedules arranged following the end of the emergency.
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Section 10.2 - Determination of Vacation Periods
(A) Vacation \Vlth pay at the employee's regular straight time rate \vill be allowed employees
covered by the terms af this Agreement as fallo\vs:
Employees \\"ho have completed one (1) year but less than t\va (2) years continuous
employment prior to December 15 of any year shall be allowed ane (1) \veek of vacation with full
pay.
Employees '"vhohave completed two (2) years continuous employment prior to December 15 of
any year shall be allowed ~va (2) ',,\ieeksof vacation with full pay.
Employees
""ho have completed eight (8) years continuous employment shall be allowed three
(3) weeks of vacation with full pay during the year in which their eighth (8th) anniversary occurs.
Employees who have completed fifteen (15) years of continuous employment shall be allowed
four (4) weeks vacation with full pay during the year in which their fifteenth (15th) anniversary
occurs. .
Employees who have completed t\venty-three (23) years of continuous employment shall be
..-::
_~._) allowed five (5) '"veeksvacation v.ith full pay during the year in which their twenty-third (23rd)
anruversary occurs.
Employees who have completed thirty (30) years of continuous employment shall be allowed
six (6) weeks vacation with full pay during the year in which their thirtieth (30th) anniversary
occurs.
(B) Employees on layotT. retired~ quit, discharged, shall receive vacation pay on the basis of
one-t\velfth (l/12th) of an employee's annual vacation entitlement for each month worked during
the vacation year (from date of hire).
(C) Temporary or seasonal employees are not entitled to vacation allowance.
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Section 10.3 - Vacation Time Not Cumulative
-- --
\..lc~tion tim~ is gr~t~d to ~mploy~~s so that th~y may h~v~ a rest or recreation p~riod during
~ach y~ar. For this reason. vacation time authorized by the Board (Employer) R~solution is not
cumulative. The time granted shall be used during the vear granted and cannot be carried over
- -
~ ~
into the follov'iing vear.
.-\n exception to the above is \vhen a employee. with written approval of the Employer, may
carry over ~a.med vacation time trom one year to the next so that he may take time off in one (1)
y~ar not to exceed six (6) \veeks in that one year period.
Section lOA: Vacation \Va2:es
Any employee who quits or is discharged prior to earning vacation credits taken~ shall have
such unearned vacation deducted from any wages or money due him at the time of quit or
discharge.
.-\n employee \vho is continuously upgraded for a period of tive (5) continuous months and
during such period, qualifies and takes vacation, the employee shall receive the upgraded rate of
vacation pay.
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ARTICLE XI
WAGE RATE A1~DJOB TITLES
Section 11.1
Effective April 1, 2001, all wages shall be increased by 2.250/0.
Effective April 1, 2002, all wages shall be increased by 2.25%.
Effective April 1, 2003, all wages shall be increased by 2.25%.
Effective April 1, 2004, all wages shall be increased by 2.25%.
Section 11.2 - Job Titles
---
Job titles and classifications have been agreed upon and are incorporated into the
attached Exhibits.
Section 11.3: ill Temporary Assh~nment to Riper Position
During periods of two (2) hours or more of regular time or scheduled overtime
when a lower position man acts temporarily in a higher position and works under
nonnal supervision, he shall receive the rate per hour for the higher position.
Sectioo" 11.3 : ill Air Hammer: Water
When an employee operates an air hammer, such employee shall receive no less
than Skilled Laborer I rate of pay in accordance with the requirements of Article XI
Section 11.3 (1). It is understood, however, that all employees in the Maintenance
and Construction Department who are considered regular employees of such
department shall be required to operate the air hammer as a part of their job.
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Section iiA: Differential for :\i2:ht \Vork
:\ pay differential of seventy-t1.vo cents (.72) per hour in addition to regular rate shall be paid to
employees assigned to Shift L\o. 1 (regular daily \vork periods starting bet1.veen 11:00 P.~.L and
2 :00 A.~t. inclusive). and a pay differential of seventy-t\vo cents (.72) to employees assigned to
Shift No.3 (regular daily work periods starting betWeen 3:00 P.~t and 6:00 P.Nt. inclusive).
Effective :\pril 1. 1998 (first ye~ of contract) shift differential shall be eighty-four cents (.8"+)
per hour.
EtIective April 1, 1999 (second year of contract) shift ditIerential shall be eighty-seven cents
(.87) per hour.
Effective April 1, 2000 (third year of contract) shift differential shall be ninety cents (.90) ~r
hour
Section 11.5 = Labor Pool
-- -
~ )
Labor Pool employees shall be permitted to drive the large dump truck (the 10 wheeler formerly
used to haul flyash) and the cement truck. \Vhen driving either of those vehicles, a Labor Pool
employee will enjoy an upgrade to the Laborer rate of pay in the Water Department..
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ARTICLE XII
GENERAL
Section 12.1 : SUDervisors
Supervisory employees shall not as a regular practice perfonn ",,'orkof the type nonnally
performed by the employees they supervise, except for work necessary for.the purpose of tryout,
experimental, instructions and emergencies. Emergency is defmed in Section 12.8. The
Employer agrees to make a good faith effort to obtain a replacement and within a reasonable
period of time.
Section 12.2 - Bulletin Board
Bulletin Boards shall be provided by the Employer for the use of the Union for the posting of
notices regarding Union business.
. 1
./ Section 12.3 : Re-Em~lovment Ri!!hts
Employees in the Armed Forces of the United States shall be entitled to re-employment rights
as provided by Federal Law.
Section 12.~ - Disabled
If any employee is disabled in the course of his employment and is, thereby, unable to perform
his regular work, the Employer will attempt to provide other work that he is capable of
performing if it can be reasonably arranged. Such work could be outside the employee's regular
department. An employee temporarily assigned or placed under this provision shall waive his
right to upgrading if placed in a classification higher than his own regular classification.
If an employee is on sick leave as a result of an injury or illness, the Employer may assign such
employee to work in the Employer's operations which a doctor authorizes the employee to
perform.
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Section 12.5 - Jun° Out',:
----
In the event :1regular ~mployee. as defined herein. is called for jury duty in the Courts of 0ie\v
York State or of the United Stat~s of America. the Employer \vill pay jury duty pay to such
regular employee for ten (10) days in anyone calendar year for such actual jury duty. Any jury
duty after the ten (10) days in anyone calendar year shall be charged against the employee's
accumulated sick leave. Jury dury pay. or sick leave pay. used while performing jury duty shall
be limited to eight (8) hours at the straight time rate per regular scheduled work day. The
employe~ must return to his sch~duled \vork when not required to be on jury duty.
Shift work~rs who are working the night shift (11-7) will not be required to report to \\iork until
eight (8) hours trom time of release from such duty. The employee must notify his supervisor
"""°henreleased so the necessary arrangements can be made. If the eight (8) hour period extends
into the employee's regular scheduled shift for four (4) or more hours, the employee shall be
excused from duty for that regular shift ""ithout loss of pay computed at his regular straight time
pay rate.
The employee shall notify the Employer of call for jury duty as soon as he has been notified of
such jury duty to enable the Employer to obtain a replacement.
Section 12.6 - Access to Premises
-- -
Cnion representatives \vill be permitted access to the premises of the Employer upon showing
proper identitication and providing there is observance of plant rules. The Union agrees to assist
the Employer in preventing unauthorized persons on Employer's premises.
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Section 12.7: Ille2al Provisions
In the event that any provision is determined to be illegal under any federal! state or local laws,
the remainder of this Agreement shall continue in effect and the parties agree to negotiate a new
provision to comply with such applicable la\v.
If any provisions of this Agreement shall be found to be invalid by any court having
jurisdiction in respect thereof, such finding as to such provision shall not affect the remainder of
this Agreement! and all other terms and provisions hereof shall continue in full force and effect as
set forth herein. Upon any such judicial determination, the Employer and the Union \vill
promptly negotiate and endeavor to reach agreement upon a suitable substitute for the provision
so found to be invalid.
Section 12.8 : Definition of Emer!!encv
For purposes of this Agreement! it is understood that emergency shall mean any emergency
caused by .fire, flood, storm, Act of Government, or other cause beyond the control of the
Employer, such as illness or death of an employee, or quitting employment without notice.
.
~'j
Section 12.9 - Work Rules
----
Existing rules will continue and any changes or additions to such work rules will be discussed
with the Union. It is understood that such work rules shall not be in conflict with the provisions
of this Agreement.
\Vhere discipline is administered or a reprimand of an employee is ordered, an immediate joint
investigation shall be made by an investigating committee which shall include at least one (1)
representative of the Union. If the report of this committee is deemed to be unfair to the
employee, the matter may be taken up as a grievance as provided in Article VIII, Section 8.1,
second step of the Agreement.
Before any penalty is imposed for any violation for any reason, the Local Union Business
Ntanager or his designated representative shall be notified. The Employer reserves the right to
impose a two-day suspension upon any employee without pay as a penalty for cause deemed
sufficient. Before imposing a more extreme penalty, the case will be discussed with the Local
Union Business ivIanager or his designated representative within the tWo-day period.
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Section 12.10 - Death in Famih-
----
In the event of a death occurring in the immediate family of an employee, such employee shall
be pennined a maximum leave of three (3) days at his regular rate of pay for those days he \vould
have nonnally \vorked. In any event, the day after the funeral of the deceased shall be the tinal
dav of such leave. The immediate familv is detined as:
. .J
Father. \fother. Husband. \Vife. Brother. Sister. Son, Daughter. Father-in-law, ~fother-in-law.
Brother-in-law. Sister-in-law". Son-in-lav'i. Daughter-in-la\v, Grandchildren, Grandparents (and
Grandparents related by blood or marriage).
The ~mployee must submit acc~ptable proof of death to the Employer to qualify for this
benefit.
Legal separation in excess of one (1) year, or divorce from spouse, relieves the Employer of
death in the family fringe paymen~ as it relates to the former spouse, or in-laws.
Section 12.11 - \Veather
--
Except in emergencies. the Employer shall not require employees covered by this Agreement to
\vork outdoors during inclement v~"eather. They shall remain available and may be assigned to
such other related work. including housekeeping as the Employer may direct. The Employer will
detennine whether or not crews v"ill initially start out.
It is understood that the above provisions are not applicable to employees in the ~leter
Departments of the Employer. and to employees v,,"herework is necessary for continued
operations. such as coal loaders, \Vaste Water N[aintenance Workers. etc.
Hov..,ever. should extreme inclement \veather conditions occur. consideration may be given to
~mployees referred to in this paragraph.
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Section 12.12 - Fifteen Hour Clause
-- -
An employee who has \vorked fifteen (15) hours or more in any t\venty-four (24) hour period,
without having a rest period of at least eight (8) hours during that period, shall upon release have
a rest period of at least eight (8) hours from the time of his release before returning to 'Nork. If
such rest period extends into the employee's regularly scheduled hours for four (4) hours, he shall
be excused from duty from his regular scheduled hours without loss of pay at straight time,
provided that if such rest period extends into his next regularly scheduled hours for less than four
(4) hours he shall be excused from duty for that portion of his scheduled hours which is covered
by the rest period without loss of pay at straight' time rate.
For clarification of this clause~ it is understood that when the employee has worked fifteen (15)
hours, he shall be paid double time or released from duty for an eight (8) hour rest period.
Section 12.13: Time Chanee
Daylight Savings Time change -~orty (40) hours pay when time goes from Standard to
Daylight Savings Time.
. ;-- -,
0.
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Section 12.14 - J.\tleals
--
Nleals shall be paid for and eaten on paid time not to exceed one-half (1/2) hour during
scheduled and emergency (overtime that cannot be arranged hventy-four (24) hours in advance)
overtime when such overtime:
1. Continues beyond regular working hours.
2. Starts at least two hours before regular working hours.
3. Is for a period of five hours or more and extends beyond a regular meal time (12
Nfidnight, 6 A.M., 12 Noon, 6 P.M.).
If scheduled time goes through two (2) or more meal periods on scheduled overtime~ then the
first meal is not paid for while the second meal and any subsequent meals are paid for. One-half
(1/2) hour at premium time shall be paid to eat the meal .
If extenuating circumstances arise due to the work being perfonned, the Employer (Supervisor
on Job) and the Union (Ste\vard on Job) will discuss and agree to an earlier or later eating time.
Shift employees who are scheduled to work hvelve (12) or more hours shall receive payment for
the second meal of the shift and any subsequent meal periods worked through but shall not
receive one-half (1/2) hour outside of working hours to eat the meal.
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April 1. April 1. April 1. April 1.
1994 1995 1996 1997
12:00 midnight $6.00 $6.00 $6.00 $6.00
6:00 A.~1. 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
12:00 noon 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00
6:00 P.~L 9.00 9.00 9.00 9.00 II
Section 12.1": '{eats (Cont.)
[f scheduled overtime is for a number of hours \vhich would not bring the employees up to a
regular meal period. but it becomes necessary to have the employees work longer than originally
sc heduled and through a regular meal period. then the B.P.U. will pay for the meal and the one-
half (1 '2} hour to eat the meal. If in the above situation, it is necessarY to work through the meal
. -
period to finish a job, then the meal will be paid for the one-half (1/2) hour added to the end of the
hours actually \vorked.
"
In any emergency (as defined by Section 12.8) meal times of the employees involved may be
staggered.
The Employer \vill pay for meals in accordance with the following schedule relative to meal
time:
~
~ 0)
.-\fter an employee has earned and taken a meaL all subsequent meals earned may be charged to
the employer during that overtime period. _
\Vhen the meal is taken at the end of the \vork. the employee shali return all BPU equipment,
check out and ~.ill be paid one-half hour at applicable rate.
Section 12.15 - Outer Footwear
The Employer will agree to furnish the necessary protective rubber footwear to employees who
in the performance of their work require such footwear.
P:1ge 3:3
Section 12.16: EQuiDment4 Tools and Clothin!!
A. The Employer agrees to furnish equipment to employees. Ho\vever. in addition, the
Employer agrees to furnish reinforced gloves to employees working on outside positions which
require special gloves because of the special nature of their \vork, such as ditch w'ork, etc.
B. The Employer will supply replacement of tools for existing employees providing the tools
are determined by the Employer to be unusable' or unsafe. Also, tools broken in the performance
of B.P. U. duties \vill be replaced. provided the replacement was not necessary as a result of being
lost or by employee abuse~ in \vhich cases the employee must pay for the cost. However, tools to
be replaced must be turned in to Supervision before neVi tools will be issued. With regard to
employees entering a new classitication in which the Employer requires specialized tools, the
Employer will provide such tools on the same conditions stated above covering replacement of
tools. The Employer agrees to replace tools due to reasonable loss.
C. The Employer agrees to furnish all employees with hard hats and certain employees as
determined by the B.P.V. with safety goggles. The Employer also agrees to supply safety glasses,
tinted or untinted, prescription and nonprescription with glass cases, for employees requiring such
protection in the normal course of their \vork.
~'--,
. ;:...1
D. The Employer will supply all employees in the Electric and Water ~{eter Departments
raincoats. This is in addition to employees presently receiving such clothing from the Employer.
Such clothing will be replaced provided replacement was not necessary as a result of being lost or
by employee abuse in which cases the employee must pay for the cost. Furthermore, clothing to
be replaced must be turned in to Supervision before new articles are issued.
E. A. reasonable supply of coveralls w'ill be made available in the Generating Station where
working conditions would endanger the regular clothing of the employees. Also, the B.P.V. will
have available two (2) pairs of coveralls for use by those employees responsible for maintenance
of backhoes.
F. \Vith regard to this entire Section, the Union agrees to assist the Employer in avoiding
damage and abuse to all equipment, tools and clothing furnished. In this regard, any equipment,
tools and clothing furnished w'ill only be used on the job and in order to be replaced must be
checked and turned in to Supervision before a replacement is issued. Any furnished equipment,
tools and clothing lost by the employee must be replaced by him.
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Section 12.17 - Insu ranee
--
The Board of Public Ctilities r~5ervcS the right to select insurance CarTIeiS IDd gUJI3.I1tees to
provide equivalent group insurance benefits on an overall basis as is no'.v in effect with the Board
of Public Ltilities and set forth in the Board of Public Utilities' insurance booklet (3.5 revised
.-\pril 1998) describing the following plans.
\(edical Benefits Plan
Dental Benefits Plan
Vision Benefits Plan
Prescription Benefits Plan
Employee contributions to the costs of the insurance coverage shall be on a monthly basis as
follows:
Effective Effective Effective Effective
April 1. 1997 April 1. 1998 April 1. 1999 April 1. 2000
Single Plan 525.00 527.50 530.00 532.50
Familv S~5.00 550.00 555.00 560.00
Plan
The spouse and/or dependents (limited to those who enjoyed health care coverage on the day
before the decease of the employee in question) of a BPU employee who dies while still employed
shall be entitled to retain health care coverage under the current group plan available to active BPU
employees until such time as alternative (but not necessarily equivalent) coverage becomes available.
Should the spouse or dependents continue on the BPC" Health Care Plan until they become eligible
for ~(edicare. the indi vidual on ~[edicJIe would have the option of purchasing secondary coverage
(Senior Care) at current rates. Said spouse and/or dependents shall be responsible for payment in full
of the current health care coverage premium.
For employees covered under this contract. it is understood that the age of 65 quoted in 1(b).
lrd). and l(tI of the agreement bet\veen the Board of Public Utilities. Local Cnion #- 112~ of the
IBE\V. and the Retired Employees of the BPU. Inc. (which is an addendum to the current contract) is
quoted and understood 3.5the age of ~ledicare entitlement. Should the Federal government change
the age of \(edicare entitlement. i.e. for persons born after a certain date. then for affected persons, 65
as noted above in the agreement shall be read as the standard date/age of ~{edicare entitlement or
until the age at which they become digible for ~ledicare whichever comes tlrst.
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Section 12.18 - Retirement
"The Employer agrees to continue to provide Ne\v York State Retirement System, Retirement
Plan 75G including option 41.1."
"All employees shall notify the Employer Vt.henthe Employee files for retirement by giving a
copy of such retirement request to the Employer.'t
Section 12.19 - Time Clocks
---
Every effort shall be made to install time clocks prior to December 31, 1987.
The Employer will meet and discuss reasonable work rules as they relate to time clocks prior to
their installation. .
Section 12.20 : Prooer Relief
---=-.
-.; :) Each shift employee will report to his post of duty dressed for work and capable for work notlater than the starting time of his shift. No shift employee shall leave his post at the end of his
shift until properly relieved.
. Section 12.21 - Other Benefits and \Vork Rules
-- ---
The Employer agrees that existing practices and benefits will remain unless mutually agreed to
change.
Section 12.22: Wa!!e Increases and Adjustments
Wages will be increased during the tenn of the Contract as mutually agreed between the
Employer and the Umono
Section 12.23 - Disabilitv Retirement Health Benefits
The basic health insurance coverage, as presently provided to retired employees, shall be
extended to those employees who retire under the New York State Disability benefits programs
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(.-\ccidental and/or Ordinarv).
E:nployees retiring Ijnde~ the '..-\...::cidenL1l"program shall have a minimum of 25°/0of the basic
~e;lth insurance coverJ.ge paid by [he Employer regardless of age. or service time. Effective .-\pril
1. 1989 employees retiring under the "Accidental" program shall have a minimum of 50% of the
basic heJ.lth insurance coverage paid by the Employer regardless of age. or serv'ice time.
Section 12.2~ : Red Cross Trainin2:
"The Employer agrees to provide training for all employees in the area of CPR and basic tlrst
,liJ. The Employer agrees to pay for the cost of the Red Cross course for such training."
Section 12.25 - SafetY
--
The Employer agrees to meet \vith and discuss at mutually convenient times safety procedures
\\ith representatives of the Union (consisting of not more than two employees).
1. The Employer agrees to provide a place of employment which shall be safe for the
employees therein and shall adopt and use methods and processes adequate to render such places
of employment safe: and shall do every other thing required to comply v.ith applicable Federal
and State Laws to protect the life, health and safety of such employees. The term "safe" or
"safety" as applied to any employment or place of employment, shall include conditions and
methods of sanitation and hygiene necessary for the protection of the life, health and safety of
employees or the public to comply with applicable Federal and State Lavis.
:::.The Employer agrees that all machinery. equipment and facilities furnished shall meet \-vith
all required legal standards of safety and sanitation.
3. The Employer and the Union agree that mutually adopted "Safe Work Procedures" shall be
adhered to and that no change in such rules shall be made without mutual consent.
~. Accident records shall be kept and maintained by the Employer and shall be made available
at reasonable times. on request. to the Health and Safety Committee. Injury frequency and
severity rates shall be posted by the Employer at least semi-annually or at such other mutually
agreed upon times. .-ill annual report of injur:-/ frequency and severity rates shall be furnished to
the local Gnion.
5. The Employer J~r~~s to participate in J. Joint Labor \lanagement Health and Safety
Committee. The Commirte~ shall be composed of two representatives of \{anagement and two
representati ves 0 f L nion. The C nion representatives shall be appointed by the local L'nion.
Representatives of the Committee shall:
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Section 12.25 : Safetv (Cont.)
(a) Lv!eetonce a month and at such other times as mutually agreed upon.
(b) Lv!akeperiodic inspection of the property at such times as mutually agreed upon.
(c) lvIake recommendations for the correction of unsafe conditions, and the elimination of
unsafe work practices.
(d) Investigate serious accidents and those which could possibly have had serious
consequence, such as electrical contact cases.
(e) Revie\v and analyze all reports of injury and illness relating to safety, investigate
causes of same. and recommend rules and procedures for the prevention of accidents and
diseases, and for the promotion of the health and safety of employees.
(t) With approval of Business ~Ianager and Union Chainnan, negotiate and adjust all
disputes subject to grievance and arbitration procedure arising under the health and safety
clauses of this Contract. (See no. 6 below.)
(g) Promote health and safety education.
6. The Health and Safety Committee shall be considered an adjunct of, and subordinate to, the
regular grievance procedure herein set forth. All disputes and disagreements arising under the
health and safety clauses of this Contract, if not disposed of by the Health and Safety Committee,
shall proceed to the fmal bargaining step prior to arbitration and if not disposed of, shall proceed
to arbitration as provided by this Contract. ..~fY
7. The Employer agrees to inform the Health and Safety Committee upon request of the names
and nature of substances used in the Employer's operations, exposure to which may be unsafe.
8. The Employer shall establish regular and emergency procedures with local hospitals in order
to provide competent medical service and adequate facilities for the proper diagnosis and
treatment of injuries. The existing practice with respect to employees being pennitted medical aid
or treatment on Employer's time shall be continued.
9. Where employee considers work on his job unsafe, he shall contact his immediate
Supervisor in an effort to resolve the issue. In the event that the issue is not resolved, a Union
representative of the Joint Safety Committee shall be contacted in a further effort to resolve the
issue. Upon instruction from the employee's immediate Supervisor or in the event Union
representative of the Joint Safety Committee and/or the immediate Supervisor is not available, the
employee shall continue working on that portion of his job which is considered to be safe until
such time as the unsafe part of his job is disposed of or resolved.
(The final resolution of whether a portion or portions.of an employee's job is unsafe shall be
determined by arbitrarion as provided in the Contract.)
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10. The Union agrees to participate on the Committee and to endeavor to have its members
observe ::ilLs::it'ety rutes and use all protective equipment and safeguards provided.
Section 12.26: Hot Line Tool \'.ork
.-\ny work on energized lines of voltage exceeding tive thousand (5.000) volts shall be
120nsidered "hot line tool vv.ork."
Our j oumeym:.m lineworker \\i11 perform hot stick work.
It is understood that this work \vill be done after suitable training, mutually agreed by both
parties.
Section 12.27 - ~ ew Section 20-t-A to Civil Service Law
--- ---
1. "204-A. Agreements betWeen public employers and employee organizations. Any \\ITItten
agreements bet\.veen a public employer and employee organization determining the terms and
conditions of employment of public employees shall contain the following notice in type not
smaHer than the largest type used elsewhere in such agreement:
It is a2reed bv and between the parties that any orovision of this A2:reement reQuirin2
le2:islative action to oermit its imolementation bv amendment of la\v or bv orovidin2: the
additional funds therefor, shall not become effective untH the aoorooriate le2:islative body
has 2iven approval.
2. Every employee organization submitting such a vvritten agreement to its members for
ratitication shall publish such notice, include such notice in the documents accompanying such
submission and shall read it aloud at any membership meeting called to consider such ratification.
3. \Vithin sixty days after the effective date of this act. a copy of this section shall be furnished
by the chief fiscal officer of each public employer to each public employee. Each public
emptoyee employed thereafter shall. upon such employment. be furnished with a copy of the
provisions of this section. "
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Section 12.28 : Loni!evitv Pavments
All regular employees employed permanently and continuously by the Employer who have
reached their anniversary date prior to December 31 of that year, shall be paid longevity pay in
the first pay period of December as set forth in the schedule below:
Longevity Schedule Effective A.prill, 1991:
$215.00 after five (5) years continuous service
$315.00 after ten (10) years continuous service
$415.00 after fifteen (15) years continuous service
$515.00 after twenty (20) years continuous service
Longevity Schedule Effective April 1, 1998:
5250.00 after five (5) years continuous service
. ".--1
5350.00 after ten (10) years continuous service
$450.00 after fifteen (15) years continuous service
5550.00 after twenty (20) years continuous service
Section 12.29 : Guarantee of Frin~e Benefits
The Board of Public Utilities \vill provide the basic health care plan for a period of twenty-four
(24) months after being placed on leave of absence without pay due to a prolonged continuing
illness. Upon being placed on such leave of absence there shall be no payment, or accumulation
of any Holiday, Sick Leave, Vacation, or Personal Leave.
Section 12.30 : CODflictin~ Re~ulatioDs
Any specific or general provision of this A.greement notWithstanding, wherever a provision of
this contract is determined to be in conflict with the Civil Service Law of the State of New York
or 1v'Iithrules, regulations or procedures thereunder, the Civil Service Law, regulations, rules and
procedures shall be controlling, subject to review by normal grievance or judicial process.
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Section 12.31 : Phvsicallv Handicapped
It is understood that the Property Records Clerk in the Electric N[eter Department is a job that
\vili, \vhen possible. be tilled with a physically handicapped person.
\\nen a vacancy exists, this job \vill be filled by our employees who have become physically
handicapped either as a result of employment or through illness not job related (subject to
employee's consent). If we have no such employee at the time of a vacancy, the Board of Public
Ctilities \vill then hire a physically handicapped person from outside the B.P.V., if such a suitable
replacement is available.
It is clearly understood by both parties that this Property Records Clerk's job is excluded from
our wage rates as set forth in the current labor agreement (all other contract provisions remain
intact) and that a new rate of pay (cents per hour) for this job will be negotiated for each
employee that fills this job.
It is also understood that at no time will this negotiated rate be greater that the Property
Records Clerk A rate set forth in the labor contract and in the case of new employees, it will be
the intent of both parties to establish an entry level rate based upon the duties of the job.
)
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Section 12.32 : Cable Solicer
The follo\ving arrangement has been \vorked out and is agreed to and shall be in effect during
the life of our current Labor Agreement: .
1. Any cable splicing work related to insulated underground distribution cables, insulated
conductors, equipment~ or apparatUS rated over six hundred (600) volts, or instruction or
inspection related to cable splicing work, shall be paid at the applicable work rate.
2. Cable Crew - shall consist of one Cable Splicer and one helper -classification of Lineworker
2. The helper is paid the Lineworker rate.
3. Training - The B.P.U. will conduct a training program to qualify alilineworkers in cable
splicing.
4. In cases of emergency
~ the Employer can use any qualified cable splicer, provided a qualified
lineworker cable splicer is not available.
5. Equipment - The B.P.U. will furnish coveralls (4 pair) and footwear (as specified in Section
12.15 of the Labor Agreement).
.~
...:..~...'
6. The B.P. U. will assign all cable splicing work, inspection, instruction, and training, and
maintain a record of such assignments.
7. The splicing of de-energized and grounded solid dielectric cable shall be the work of a
journeyman lineworker assisted by an apprentice lineworker in the advanced segment of
apprenticeship training. \\lhe'n the manhole in which work is being perfonned contains other
energized cable,.tWo journeymen \vill be employed.
8. Job vacancies will be filled by seniority.
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Section 12.33 - Vacation and Shift \V orkers
-- --
1. The C nion recommends that its shift employees take their vacations in full shift periods.
2. The Cnion recommends that all of its employees take vacation of no less than eight-hour
intervals (the tour-hour minimum vacation period remains in effect as in present agreement).
3. The B.P.C. and Cnion agre~ that "vhen shift operators request one or t',vo day vacation
periods (providing a seven-day notice is given to Department head and a five-day notice to relief
operator) the Departrn.ent head shall reschedule the relief operator in the week the vacation is to
be taken. so that the relief operator \-\till cover the vacation period (at straight time) other than
premium time. For example: a relief operator covering the Saturday for a shift operator (vacation
only) ~ill take either Tuesday, \Vednesday, or Thursday off during that week and work Saturday
at straight time.
-+.The Employer will make all reasonable effort not to recall a relief operator ~ithin the same
24-hour period once he has started his regular scheduled shift unless it is absolutely necessary and
unless other relief operators are unavailable.
. )
5. "Relief operators required to ~-ork less than -+ hours of their regularly scheduled shift and
who are required to report back to work on another shift within the same work day or sam~ 24-
hour period shall receive 4 hours call-in pay plus premium time for all hours over 8 actually
\-vorked." .Such overtime ~ill be in accord with Section 3.2A - paragraph 1.
Section 12.34: Lines of Pro2ression
Each Department shall have Lines of Progression. This paragraph shall also apply to clerical
workers. Lines of Progression shall be in accordance with attached exhibits.
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Section 12.35 : Duties of Relief ODerators
(A) The purpose of this Agreement is to:
1. Provide adequate training of employees, on, present jobs as well as future jobs.
2. Provide better coverage for vacation and sickness.
3. Reduce overtime costs resulting from vacations and sick leave.
4. Provide a more productive "".orkday for ~e relief operators when not assigned duties in
operations.
5. Provide a trained "vork force to allow for upgrading when necessary because of vacation,
sick leave and vacancies.
6. Provide a more prompt, efficient way to handle promotions.
7. Increase efficiencies of operations.
(B) The following are the duties of the relief operators as they relate to operations and related
duties in the power plant.
'
1. Relief Crew Chief
",~ ) a. Will fill in relief days for cre\v chief on Fridays.
b. Fill in for crew chiefs vacation and sick leave.
c. Will, when no other qualified relief people are available, fill in on SCADA or the job
directly below crew chief in the line of progression.
2. Relief Scada Operator
a. \Vill fill in relief day for Scada on Thursdays and Fridays.
b. Will fill in for vacation and sick leave for Scada operators.
c. Will be paid Scada Operator's rate.
d. Will, when no other qualified relief people are available, fill in on turbine.
3. Relief Turbine Operators
a. Will till in relief days for turbine operators on Fridays.
b. Will fill in for vacation and sick leave for turbine operators.
c. Rate of pay to be that of turbine operator.
d. \Vhen no other qualified relief people are available, will fill in for sick leave and
vacation for steam boiler operators.
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Section 12.35 : Duties of Relief Operators (Cont.)
-+.Relief Steam Boiler Opera:o[
a. \Vill till in relief days for Steam Boiler Operator on Fridays.
b. \Vill till in relief days for Assist3.Jlt Steam Boiler Operator on \Vednesdays.
c. \Vill fill in for vacation and sick leave for Steam Boiler Operators and Assistant
Steam Boiler Operators.
d. Rate of pay to be that of Steam Boiler Operator.
5. Relief .-\ssist3.Jlt Steam Boile:- Operator
a. \Vill fillln relief days for Steam Boiler Operator on Fridays.
b. \Vill fill in relief days for Assistant Steam Boiler Operator on Wednesdays.
c. 'vVrillfill in for vacation and sick leave for Steam Boiler Operators and Assistant
Steam Boiler Operators.
d. Rate of pay to be that of Assistant Steam Boiler Operator.
(C) Relief Operator's responsibilities as they relate to free days.
1. Relief Cre\v Chief. when not assigned to a regular shift, will report to the Power Plant
Superv'isor.
a. ~[ay conduct efficiency tests in conjunction ~ith engineering department.
b. Will supervise training of current and future employees.
c. Help develop standardization of all plant operations.
d. Special projects as assigned by po\\'er plant supervisor in power plant or related
duties.
e. .-\ssist power plant supervisor in responsibilities of 'vV"arnerDam and lake control.
It is understood that the above duties will be in conjunction with the Shift Foremen who are our
key shift people.
2. Relief Scada Operator - When not assigned a regular shift:
a. \Vi11help train Scada trainee.
b. .-\s tong as Scada oper:ltions still in power plant, he may be required as directed, to
report to the head power plant mechanic and/or head power plant electrician to assist in
the perfonnance of maintenance work. His primary responsibility when performing this
\vork is to assist the mechanics and electricians.
c. Shall be required to train on next higher level job. (If still in plant).
3. Relief Turbine OOer:.ltOrs when not assianed a regul;:u-shift. also Relief Ste3.ffi Boiler, :;:,-
OperatOrs.
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Section 12.35
=
Duties of Relief QDerators (Cont.)
a. Shall be required to train for next higher level jobs and relieve comparable jobs on
same and lower level for training. This training \vill provide other dassitications to
uprate to other jobs when necessary.
b. Nlay be directed to report to head pO\'l"erplant mechanic, construction maintenance
cre\v chief and/or head power plant electrician. to assist in maintenance. and other
duties to power plant.related
The above duties (C 1,2,3) are for relief people on free days and are not intended to be specific,
but established as tentative guidelines as they relate to job levels and rates of pay and duties.
c. Assignment of relief operators to Second jobs. The relief operators may be assigned to the
second job before being required to pay premium pay to cover such jobs.. Defmition of second
job is set forth in the follo\~ing examples:
1. Relief Crew Chief to work as SCADA Operator or next job in line of progression.
2. R~lief SCADA Operator to work as Turbine Operator.
3. Relief Turbine Operator to work as Steam-Boiler.
4. Relief Steam Boiler Operator to work as Assistant Steam Boiler Operator.
It was also agreed to place as much emphasis on training as possible.
. )
During the term of the agreement, but no later than August 1, 1987 the Employer and the
Union shall begin discussions to develope a mutually agreed upon procedure whereby the Steele
Street Generating Station operators normal work schedules to include filling of vacancies,
upgrading, and \'I'ork assignments which will be patterned after those procedures in effect at the
PENELEC generating stations as close as practical.
Section 12.36
=
Water i\'lains Ten ilIDInch Q! Lar!!er
The rate for laying cast iron or ductile iron pipe to be two (2) percent above the current rate.
Ne\v construction of water mains only, or extension of present water main. This rate will apply to
a three (3) man crew. consisting of a foreman, motor equipment operator, and laborer, plus
anyone physically handling pipe or fittings of the same crew.
" Section 12.37 - Overtime and Call-Out Procedure
-- -
The Employer agrees to establish an overtime availability procedure for each department which
shall be mutUally agreed upon bet\veen the Employer and the Union.
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Section 12.38 - 'Jeter Readers
--
Employees ~ssigned to read meters or collect who operate their privatdy-o\vned vehicles for
such duties shall receive a mileag~ ~llowance of one dollar and seventy cents ($1. 70) per day.
The Employer agrees to provide a Employer car for readers who are readings route # 121 "\Vest
Oak Hill"
Section 12.39 - As bestos
--
The employer agrees to rotate employees assigned to asbestos projects over a period of time by
utilizing a guideline of 250 hours.
Section 12...0 - Breaks
--
I
J
.-\11employees shall be required to take their morning and afternoon breaks at the site where they
are \vorking except that during the months of December, January, and February, the employees
may at their option, take their break at either the work site or an alternative site designatectby the
employer. Such alternative site shall be heated and have toilet facilities provided. -;.
Section 12...1 - CDL
---
C pon the expiration of CDL' s, the Employer agrees to pay employees who are required to obtain
a CDL as a condition of employment for the difference in cost between a regular class 5 drivers
license and the COL. Employees shall be required to show proof of expiration and renewal of
such CDL before payment is made.
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ARTICLE XIII
ASSURA1~CE OF NO VIOLATIONS
Section 13.1 : Strikes.. Slow-Downs, etc.
The Union agrees that there shall be no strikes, slow-downs or other interference
. with production during the tenn of this Agreement. The Employer agrees that there
shall be no lock-outs during the tenn of this Agreement.
The Union has given the Employer a certification and affirmation that it does not
assert the right to strike, in accordance with the provisions of the Public Employee's
Fair Employment Act.
Section 13.2 - Non-discrimination
The Employer and the Union agree to comply with applicable statutory provisions
and government regulations and to continue their policies of non-discrimination
because of race, color, creed, sex, age, religion or national origin.
Section 13.3 - Gender
Words used in this Agreement in the masculine gender shall include the feminine.
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DLR-\TION OF AGREE~fE~T
Section 1.t 1 - Duration
This A.greement shall be in force for approximately forty-eight (48) months. from
.-\pril L :001 to \{arch 3 1. :005 (11:59 P .\1.) and shall thereafter continue in yearly
periods unless notice of desiring changes. in v.TIting. via registered mail. is given by
either party to the other at least sixty (60) days before the expiration of this
Agreement.
Section 1'-.2 : Prover Approval
This Agreement is subject to the approval of bargaining group members of the
B.P.C. and the International President of the Union and the Board of the Employer.
N \\ l~ESS \VHEREOF . the proper representatives of the parties hereto have
hereunto set their hands and seals the day and year tirst above \vritten.
LOC.-\L L~10N ~O. 459 OF THE
[);TER.~.-\ TION.-\L BROTHERHOOD
BOARD OF
PUBLIC uTILITIES
OF ELECTRlC.-\L \\'ORKERS
Bv: 9~~
Joseph Sanna
4/~~/744j --
'alter Haase. P.E.
(2fj. -d '"L -kZ~.. d.~
.-\1tred Rasmussen
APPROVED
.
iMTtIHtA1!a~~l)fF~t;£.1. i1. ::.N.
1L)CUtcf T Ylxa ~L-
Vv'ard T. \i ear
APR - 6 2001
~dwin O. Ki~.~iGent
nis aoorovat ~ net mag1f18
1nt!rT'~1 a party tott1!S~
ADDENDUM
- -\. }
.
.-\GREE\IENT
It ~s ~~derst8c~ :~at :~e Employer will select a~d
ass~gn electricians =0 work cutside of the plant on a long
:erm bas~s (a: leas= six mcr.:hs at a time). Scheduled
overtime w~ll be per~ormed by the group working in the area
w~ere s~=~ over:~rne ~s ge~era=ed. Emergency overtime a~d
ca~~-o~:s ~~ Ge~era~ N~~i be ~~fered firs: :0 members of the
gr2~9 wor~~~g ~~ :~e area w~ere the work is needed and
:0 :~e o:~er grou9 ~~ a~ ade~~ate crew cannot be out
:oge:her ~rom t~e grau9 worki~g in the area.
The Employer will agree to create a lead, performance
based upgrade of fifty cents an hour for an individual to
direct the crew of Electricians which will be working
outside of the gene~ation station mainly in the distribution
system. .
Members of both groups w~ll remain separate as assigned
a~d will not be interchanged for the purpose of upgrade.
The group working in the distribution system will work
t~e same ~ours as Line Department personnel.
then
AGREEyfENT
RED CIRCLED RATES
It is agreed and understood by both the Employer and Union that certain positions
were red circled during negotiations a number of years ago. ...t\this time, only tWo
indi"iduals in tWo separate classification are receiving such rates. The classifications are
Meter Reader and Laborer -Coal Loaderltead. Red circled rates consist of the CWTent
contractual rate plus 80/0. Therefore, as long as the two individuals in those positions who
are cWTently enjoying the above deflIled red circled rates remain in such positions, they
will continue to receive the red circled rates as defmed above. Should either or both of
these individuals bid to other jobs, be bumped out of their current positions, retire, leave
employment, or leave those defined positions for any reason, the red circled rate will be .
abolished.
.
-.-) f\ Union
,~~J1~J --
,
I
'
/
1-,-~-?g
Date
.
Employer
7.()(l~1 or J1p A~
'3 -2q. - 9~
Date
AGREEMENT
The employer and union agree that when Water Department
employees operate the cherry picker, they shall receive an
upgraded pay rate. The upgrade rate shall be the current Motor
Equipment Operator rate plus fifty cents. The employee must
operate the cherry picker for two hours or more to receive the
upgrade as specified in Section 11.3 of the current contract
under Temporary Assignment to Higher Position. The agreement
be in effect from the date it is signed (it shall not be
retroactive).
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MniORANiJt..'-1 OF AGREEMENT
LADOR POOL
B6r~iN THE B.P.U. ~~ LOCAL 1124 I.B.E.~.
l
I
With the increase 1n £nv1ronmental rules and regula:lons. the Board
of Publlc Utilities and Local It24, IB£W have .g~eed that. labor pool would
be in both the B.?U. and Unlon~5 best Intere!t. Therefore, the parties
de.Ire to e.tAblish . labor pool vlth dutle8 a. de8C~lbed.
1. Pr~..ry duty re8pOn.ibllity of labor pool employeel .hall be tbe
removal of and bandling of asbestos ..te~i.l.. POlsession of .
valld New York State Asbeatol Handler's Certificate i. required at
the tiMe of a-p~olRtment.
1 a. The Employer vIII ..SU1le the total coat Incurred by any regular
employee who 8Ucce..fully bid. a labor pool job requiring Aabe.toe
H~ftdler'. CertlficatloD (ftOt to include New York State Driver'. license).
It is agreed the 8UCceeeful bidder 8U.t pa.. both the ~h1.ic.l require8eDt
.nd the' couree ..terlal requlre8eftt nece...ry in obtainlng Ce~lflcatlon.
2. S~ondary dutie. .hall be manual work of an unskilled nature and shall be
re.tri~ted and liaited to the follovtng:
L.. Ceneral clean-up of buildIngs and equlpment.
.
-.-)
2. Paintlng of building. and equipment.
3. Unskilled building maintenance work.
4. Cut .nd i~stall gla8s.
J. Plck up to~ls ~nd suppl1.el.
6. F!.4~ traff1c.
7. Mow ~t'.ss.
8. 8uilding.nd removal of partitIons.
9. ~tll in for or .s.lst the Sto~eroo. Attendant.
FLIt 1n for or &.stgt the r~ee Trlmmer Helper.
Ftlt in for or a..lst the Cleane~.
M.~ on a non-routIne baiLs perform the dutIes of a Labo~
Miscellaneoul in the Water Dept. to include the operation
of a d~ tr~ck 1n that De~artment.
1J. ~~e~3te!. ~tt dump t~uek.
). La~o~ ~cct emol~.e~s vttt ~njoy S~.t~-.lde .e~lo~tcy onlr and wilt not
est3btt8~ Dlvtston se~i~rlty untll actually bidding lnto a deflne~ Dlvl8ion.
8.
9.
10.
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4. La~or pool emo1oyeea will oot perfo~ any overtime work until all o~~er
employ~e~ ~.o r~~ut5rly ?erform such overtime have been ~!ven the o~portunity
to ~~k. (A3beg~o~ A~tement projec~s are exempt).
s. Labor pool emcloyee~ shall not be entitled to be upgraded while performing
their nor~l duties.
6. labor pool employees shall not be assigned york which would prevent other
emplo~ee8 from receivi~ a normal upgrade.
7. Re~ular employee! .~o become physically incapacitated and unable to perform
t~eir regular job ass!gnment shall. if r~e.ted by such employee, be given
consideration for assignment to the pool without the requir~nt of poases.ing
either a Cla~s 3 license O~ an Asbestos Handli~ Certificate.
This re~ul&r ~loyee must, however, obtain a yalid Asbe.toe RandIer'. Certi-
ficate ASAP. Any employee entering the labor pool under this paragraph .hall
begin at entry level as defined in wage eehedule.
Any employee entering the pool a. an incapacitated e~loyee must be able to
be productively employed.
Becau!e of the nature of the work, labor pool employees .hall be con.idered
"Scheduled" workers.
Any chan~e in achedule other than that created by emer~ency .hall not occur
wtth Ie,s than a 7 calendar day notice to,the effected employee.
The vage rate for this "labor pool" .hall be;
1
- 3 months
4
-
') mont,.
S7.72
8. to
7
- 12 mon':~"
Af,:~!" 12 rmnths
8.48
8.86
The Lead per.on in this "la::,or pool" group vill receive 2Sc an hour in additlon
to his current rate.
This a~re~nt ~hal1 be ~bject to review and di~cu.sion at the
r~au~s': of eit'er party.
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AGREEMENT
----.-------
..
t;
,. This Agre~~~nt is made and entered into the 10 day of
,.
,.
!! t.lc:u'c h , 1983, by and between
:j
IN.{ESTO~TN DOARD OF PUBLI.C UTILITIES, Municipal Building,
Jamestown, New. York, h~reinaf1:er referred to as the "Employer")I'
I ~
iand
.;
'I
.:
.1i:
,.
I"I .
,
;and
r'
LOCAL UNION No. 1124 of the Intern.af:ionalBrotherhood of
Electrical ~.lorkers, (hereinafter referred to as "Union")
RE'I'IRED EHPLOYEES OF THE BPU, INC.. (hereinafter referred to
as "R~t:ired Employees of BPUn)
"--::-:\
~'-~ J
WIT N E SSE ~ H:
----.---.----
~WHEitEAS, the Union has undert:a]~ento provide certain basic
health insurance benefi~~ for qualifying refired em~lQyees through
th~ Retired Employees of the BPU, Inc. and the Union and its me~b~rs
bave authorized tnF! fund ina of: said benefits through ~o{age deductions;
.and
rrHERE1\S, the Union and the-Retired fiourly Employ~es of the B~U,
:Inc. now want the Employer to.assumg. thg obliqation of providing
th~se benefits; and the Employer is willing to assume said obligation
:on the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth,
.
NOH, THEREFORE, in considerat:ion of the mutual and reciproc.:t 1 .
covenants and conditions hereinafter conf:ained, it is &greec as
;follows:
..L . Emplcyer agrees to provide basic health insurance b~n~fitg
for quali Eyi.ng retired hourly employees, as hereinafter defined, \!pt)J1
20 years service - 75\
lS years service - SOt
10 years service - 25'
H
"
I'
I;
:'~hC. fcllo ;ing 't~::::ms 2.~d conci tions: I
I
I
Ii
(a) Tne benefits shall be identical to the basic health ben,:,:-I
II
I
!:Eits provided for active hourly employe~s except: that they sha11 not
!;tnclude any major medical or dental benefits. I
I"
I
(b) The benefits will be provided for the Employee and/or his~
I
I
I
I
whichev~r~
.
I
In order to .qu!ilfY f6f 5~ftefi~s £H~ ~p1oyA9 mast ha'~ i
,
'reached the ag~ ~f fitty~flve: (5~j.pr!or to ~~t!rem~rt~ and have at r
.
'
, _.
'
I
-
least twertty=iiva (2S) year~ §er~ic~'Wi~h ~h~ Employer on bis retice-
.
I
r
rOI:' h'?t"dependents until they reach the age of sixty-five {G5) or
"
'
I;until th~ aqe at which they become eligible for Medicare,
i' -
"
,I
"OCCU1""~ sooner.
,; (c)
- )
ment-~te.~ The Employ~r will make contributions towards bagic healt~. .
insurance benefits for Employees who are othe~is~ qualified, but hav~
~0rked less than twenty-five (25) years in accordance with the fol16~-
I
I
ing schedule:
(
.
'The difference between the Employer's contribution and the cost of
~
:b~nefits must be paid by the retired employse.
Cd) Retired Employees and/or their cepe~dents who become
I
~ 1igible for Hedicare disabili ty prior to the r.tanc.a tory l-tedicare
.
.
~1e, shall notity the Employer i~ediately. In such cas~ th~ Em-
pLayer shall provide the Medicare supple~ental cov~rage until 2ge
~ixty-five (65) a9 provided for in the plan.
(e) In oreer to be eligibl~ for bertefit.s t.he Employe~ shZtll,
~
-
.,
-
"If.:hen required by the Employer, and at: the Employee~! o~ expense
rrovide major medic~l coverage. Should the Rs~ired Employes fail
r-0provide ~his major medi~al coverage, ~hen they shal~ forfeit all'
f their righ~s ~o ~he basic coverage a9.herein see fo~th.
(f) In the even~ that a retired hourly emp10yee dies prior
o age sixty-five (65), their dependent's benefits shaii cease on
the deceased retiree's sixty-fifth (6S~h)brith4ay.. .~
(q) Empldyees whose empidyiiiE~rtt".Is ~e!:tft:l.na~M for "any
[
'lnClUding but. nol: limU:C!d 'to dhitbii~l:y or: t1eal:hJ Pri~~ td
10 noe qu~ltfy for ahy b~het!ts lihd~r th!~ Agreement. {:
reason, t
t:et:lrer.1~nt:
. "--)
2. In considera~ion of the Employers agreeing to assume the
rbligation of providing basic health insurance benefit$ as' set fort.
~erein the Union on behalf of and as authori~ed by its membership .1
hgrees that the wages of the employees in the bargaininq uni~ co~~cJd
I
.
hy the U~ion contrac~ ~n~ll be reduced by three cents (.03~ per hcu
!Eor the purpose of offsetting the anticipated cost to the Employer
bf providing the benefits herein set fotch.
1!1
3. Retired Employees of the BPU, Inc. hereby assign and se~
rver to the Employer all of its righ~, title and interest in and to
fhe balance in the Trust Fund account at First National Division of .
{'incoln First: Bank together with any additional sums received by it:i
hnd agree that they will do all things necessary to effect th~ tran~-
I
"
I
If~r of th~ b~lance in this account to the Employer. .
II
..
:
I
II
. 4. In add],t1.on to the (;age -reduction of thre~ cents (.03 J pe~
I
,Lour, the Union agrees that there shall be deducted from all ~.iCTplCl'l~~~
I
.
.. r
.
.
,
rageS the arnoul1l: of moneys necessary to reimburse the Retired EIJIPIOi-
~e's of the BPU,'Inc. Trust Fund for payments it should have m~d~ ~n
lI .
-
~,~
)I
I'
I
~)ehal E of the Retired Employees for the period between the time
,I .
~:ri'?d '-IC t ion. s t,...pre stop~ed and pr ior to the time the Em~ layer as ~ ~~rn~d
II ib ' ! ' f '. 1 'Fespons ~ 1ty or prOV1a ng the benefits as here1n set forth.
Said amount shall be deducted from Employee~' wages at the rate of
I
1$1.20 per week for thirty-seven (37) weeks.
!
: 5. Upon the signing of this Agreement, the Board of
I
f ' bi
,.
r
the Ret~red Employees of the Board of Pu I c Ut~l~ties Trqst
r
und shall take the necessary action to dissolve the Trust Fund.
6. Except as herein specifically modified or changed the
~gre~ment between the Employer and the Union dated April I, 1981;
I
:is hereby in all respects ratified and confirmed.
I
I
I
I
r~nd duly affixed their seals the day and year herein first abo'J'<::!
I
:... r-i t ten.
Ii
. !
!;
'1
!i
I'.!
I.
il
I!
;1
[I
I:
'I
Ii
il
!
I
I
Directors
I
IN HITNESS NHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement
J.'\1.tESTOWN BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES
I
By -"7-. ./ / /1,) ~./I,
'1 I I
. I r.~
"
~
-;.
~i ":/ I
'
~
LOCAL UNION NO. 1124
Br9~~~
RETI~MPLOYEES~F THE SPU, INC.
By {~ 1,gJ'71J~<--y4.-
jl
"I'f:i
ItI
0/
-.'
-
') LABOR RATES
'&
Position 1st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
-------- -------- -------- ---- -------- -------- --------
--------
-------- -------- --------
---- ---- -------- -------- --------
Power Plant Shift Crew Chief $26.40 $27.31 $28.19
Scada Operator $25.43 $25.80
Turbine Operator $24.82 $25.18
Steam Boiler Operator $24.18 $24.51
Asst. Steam Boiler Operator $21.38 $21.57
Power Plant Lab. Tech. $22.93 $23.28
Senior Power System Elect. $26.40 $27.31 $28.19
Power System Electrician $24.70 $25.08
Electrician's Helper $21 .01 $21 .91 $22.79
Senior Power Plant Mech. $26.40 $27.31 $28.19
Canst. & Maint. Mech. Crew Chief $26.40 $27.31 $28. 19
Power Plant Mechanic $24.70 $25.08
Const. & Maint. Welder $24.70 $25.08
Mechanic's Helper $21 .01 $21.91 $22.79
Laborer - Coal Loader/Lead $18.97 $19.23
Laborer - Coal Loader $17.86 $18.56
Cleaner - Laborer $11.01 $12.64
Laborer - Misc. Range $11.01 $12.64
Line Crew Chief I $27.97 $28.19
Line Crew Chief II $26.40 $26.72
Line VVorker Cable Splicer $26.17
Line 'Norker $25.18 $25.71
Apprentice Line Worker 4 $21.99
Apprentice Line Worker 3 $20.66
Apprentice Line Worker 2 $19.42
Apprentice Line Worker 1 $17.43
Skilled Labor - Tree Trimmer $19.83
Utility Person & Helper -
Tree Trimmer $11.01 $1 2.64 ,
Electric Meter Crew Chief $25.83
Electr:c Meter Service Worker $22.30 $22.58
Meter Reader $18.91 $19.22
Property Records Clerk $21.48 $21.92 $22.35 $22.77
Drafter $21.48 $21 .92 $22.35 $22.77
Store Keeper $22.37 $22.74
Store Room Attendant $11.01 $12.64
Shift Differential $0.90
CL}~SSIFICATION AND GRAD~S TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
ELECTRIC DIVISION
Effective 4/1/01
Water Meter Crew Chief $24.88
Water Supply Maint. Mech. $23.30 $23.52
Water Meter Service Worker $22.30 $22.58
Meter Reader $18.91 $19.22
Property Records Clerk $21.48 $21.92 $22.35 $22.77
Water Maint. Crew Chief I $24.56 $24.88
Water Maint. Crew Chief II $23.37 $23.67
Motor Equip. Operator $21.97 $22.13
- Skilled Laborer - Welder $21.23
. Skilled Laborer I 49 mo. $20.48
Skilled Laborer II 37-48 mo. $19.07
Semi-Skilled Laborer 25-36 mo. $17.65
Laborer 13 - 24 mo. $16.22
Laborer Misc. 7-12mo. $15.31
4 - 6 mo. $13.65
1 - 3 mo. $11.94
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
WATER DIVISION
Effective 4/1/01
Position 1st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
---------
---------
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH 'v'JAGE RATES
OFFICE & CLERICAL
BOTH WATER & ELECTRIC DIVISIONS COSTS
Effective
Position 1st Yr.
4/1/01
2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
Typist (Clerk, Keypunch) $11.65
---------
---------
$12.58
Account Clerk $12.80
Account Clerk Typist $13.81
Sr. Account Clerk Typist $15.31
Computer Operator (Scheduled) $15.31
$11 .90
$12.97
$14.09
$15.47
$15.47
$12.33
$13.39
$14.58
$16.07
$16.07
$13.66
$14.81
$16.23
$17.39
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
LABOR POOL
Effective
Position
4/1/01
---------
---------
Laborer -Asbestos Handler / Lead 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
After 12 mo
Laborer - Asbestos Handler 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
After 12 mo
$11.26
$11.80
$12.33
$12.89
$11.01
$11.55
$12.08
$12.64
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
Effective
Position
4/1/01
-----------
Waste Water Maintenance Worker (Scheduled) 1 - 6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
12-18 mo.
After 18 mo.
$12.64 (training wage)
$13.30
$14.00
$14.91
Position 1 st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
-------- --------
-------- ---- -------- -------- -------- --------
-------- -------- --------
---- -------- -------- -------- --------
Power Plant Shift Crew Chief $26.99 $27.92 $28.82
Scada Operator $26.00 $26.38
Turbine Operator $25.38 $25.75
Steam Boiler Operator $24.72 $25.06
Asst. Steam Boiler Operator $21.86 $22.06
Power Plant Lab. Tech. $23.45 $23.80
Senior Power System Elect. $26.99 $27.92 $28.82
Power System Electrician $25.26 $25.64
Electrician's Helper $21.48 $22.40 $23.30
Senior Power Plant Mech. $26.99 $27.92 $28.82
Canst. & Maint. Mech. Crew Chief $26.99 $27.92 $28.82
Power Plant Mechanic $25.26 $25.64
Canst. & Maint. Welder $25.26 $25.64
. Mechanic's Helper $21.48 $22.40 $23.30
Laborer - Coal Loader/Lead $19.40 $19.66
Laborer - Coal Loader $18.26 $18.98
Cleaner - Laborer $11.26 $12.92
Laborer - Misc. Range $11 .26 $12.92
Line Crew Chief I $28.60 $28.82
Line Crew Chief II $26.99 $27.32
Line Worker Cable Splicer $26.76
Line Worker $25.75 $26.29
Apprentice Line Worker 4 $22.48
Apprentice Line Worker 3 $21. 12
"Apprentice Line Worker 2 $19.86
Apprentice Line Worker 1 $17.82
Skilled Labor - Tree Trimmer $20.28
Utility Person & Helper -
Tree Trimmer $11 .26 $12.92
Electric Meter Crew Chief $26.41
Electric Meter Service Worker $22.80 $23.09
Meter Reader $19.34 $19.65
Property Records Clerk $21 .96 $22.41 $22.85 $23.28
Drafter $21.96 $22.41 $22.85 $23.28
Store Keeper $22.87 $23.25
Store Room Attendant $11 .26 $12.92
Shift Differential $0.90
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
ELECTRIC DIVISION
Effective 4/1/02
Water rv1eter Crew Chief $25.44
'Nater Supply Maint. Mech. $23.82 $24.05
"'later Meter Service Worker $22.80 $23.09
Meter Reader $1 9.34 $19.65
Property Records Clerk $21.96 $22.41 $22.85 $23.28
Water Maint. Crew Chief I $25.11 $25.44
Water rv1aint. Crew Chief II $23.90 $24.20
Motor Equip. Operator $22.46 $22.63
Skilled Laborer - Welder $21.71
Skilled Laborer I 49 mo. $20.94
Skilled Laborer II 37-48 mo. $19.50
Semi-Skilled Laborer 25-36 mo. $18.05
Laborer 13 - 24 mo. $16.58
Laborer 1V1isc. 7 - 12 mo. $15.65
4 - 6 mo. $1 3.96
1 - 3 mo. $12.21
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH V'/AGE RATES
"'lATER DIVISION
Effective
Position 1st Yr.
========= ========= ========= ==== ========= ========= ========= =========
4th Yr.
4/1/02
2nd Yr. 3rd Yr.
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
OFFICE & CLERICAL
BOTH WATER & ELECTRIC DIVISIONS COSTS
Effective
Position 1st Yr.
4/1/02
2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
Typist (Clerk, Keypunch) $11.91
---------
---------
$12.86
Account Clerk $13.09
. Account Clerk Typist $14.12
Sr. Account Clerk Typist $15.65
Computer Operator (Scheduled) $15.65
$12. 17
$13.26
$14.41
$15.82
$15.82
$12.61
$13.69
$14.91
$16.43
$16.43
$13.97
$15.14
$16.60
$17.78
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
LABOR POOL
Effective
Position
4/1/02
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
Laborer - A.sbestos Handler / Lead 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7-12mo.
After 12 mo
Laborer - Asbestos Handler 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
After 12 mo
$11.51
$12.06
$12.60
$13.17
$11.26
$11.81
$12.35
$12.92
Position
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
Effective 4/1/02
-----------
-----------
Waste Water Maintenance Worker (Scheduled) 1 -6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
12 - 18 mo.
After 18 mo.
$12.92 (training wage)
$13.60
$14.31
$15.25
Position 1st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
-------- -------- -------- ---- -------- --------
-------- --------
-------- -------- -------- ---- --------
-------- -------- --------
Power Plant Shift Crew Chief $27.60 $28.55 $29.47
Scada Operator $26.58 $26.97
Turbine Operator $25.95 $26.33
Steam Boiler Operator $25.28 $25.62
Asst. Steam Boiler Operator $22.35 $22.56
Power Plant Lab. Tech. $23.98 $24.34
Sen ior Power System Elect. $27.60 $28.55 $29.47
Power System Electrician $25.83 $26.22
Electrician's Helper $21.96 $22.90 $23.82
Senior Power Plant Mech. $27.60 $28.55 $29.47
Canst. & Maint. Mech. Crew Chief $27.60 $28.55 $29.47
Power Plant Mechanic $25.83 $26.22
Canst. & Maint. Welder $25.83 $26.22
Mechanic's Helper $21.96 $22.90 $23.82
Laborer - Coal Loader/Lead $19.84 $20.10
Laborer - Coal Loader $18.67 $19.41
Cleaner - Laborer $11.51 $13.21
Laborer - Misc. Range $11.51 $13.21
Line Crew Chief I $29.24 $29.47
Line Crew Chief II $27.60 $27.93
Line ',\jorker Cable Splicer $27.36
Line 'Norker $26.33 $26.88
Apprentice Line Worker 4 $22.99
Apprentice Line Worker 3 $21.60
Apprentice Line Worker 2 $20.31
Apprentice Line Worker 1 $18.22
Skilled Labor - Tree Trimmer $20.74
Utility Person & Helper -
Tree Trimmer $11.51 $13.21
Electric Meter Crew Chief $27.00
Electric Meter Service Worker $23.31 $23.61
Meter Reader $19.78 $20.09
Prope~1 Records Clerk $22.45 $22.91 $23.36 $23.80
0rafter $22.45 $22.91 $23.36 $23.80
Store Keeper $23.38 $23.77
Store Room Attendant $11.51 $13.21
Shift Differential $0.90
CLA,SSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
ELECTRIC DIVISION
Effective 4/1/03
$26.01
$24.36 $24.59
$23.31 $23.61
$19.78 $20.09
$22.45 $22.91 $23.36 $23.80
$25.67 $26.01
$24.44 $24.74
$22.97 $23.14
$22.20
$21.41
$19.94
$18.46
$16.95
$16.00
. $14.27
$12.48
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
WATER DIVISION
Effective 4/1/03
Position 1st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr.
---------
---------
4th Yr.
Water Meter Crew Chief
Water Supply Maint. Mech.
Water Meter Service Worker
Meter Reader
Property Records Clerk
Water Maint. Crew Chief I
Water Maint. Crew Chief II
Motor Equip. Operator
. Skilled Laborer - Welder
. Skilled Laborer I 49 mo.
Skilled Laborer II 37-48 mo.
Semi-Skilled Laborer 25-36 mo.
Laborer 13-24mo.
Laborer Misc. 7-12mo.
4 - 6 mo.
1 - 3 mo.
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
OFFICE & CLERICAL
BOTH WATER & ELECTRIC DIVISIONS COSTS
Effective
Position 1st Yr.
4/1/03
2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
Typist (Clerk, Keypunch) $12.18
---------
---------
$13.15
Account Clerk $13.38
Account Clerk Typist $14.44
Sr. Account Clerk Typist $16.00
Computer Operator (Scheduled) $16.00
$12.44
$13.56
$14.73
$16.18
$16.18
$12.89
$14.00
$15.25
$16.80
$16.80
$14.28
$15.48
$16.97
$18.18
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
LABOR POOL
Effective
Position
4/1/03
---------
---------
Laborer - Asbestos Handler I Lead 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
After 12 mo
Laborer - Asbestos Handler 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7-12mo.
After 12 mo
$11 .76
$12.33
$12.88
$13.46
$11.51
$12.08
$12.63
$13.21
Position
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
Effective 4/1/03
-----------
-----------
Waste Water Maintenance Worker (Scheduled) 1
- 6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
12 - 18 mo.
After 18 mo.
$13.21 (training wage)
$13.91
$14.63
$15.59
Position 1st Yr. 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
-------- -------- -------- ---- -------- -------- -------- --------
-------- -------- ---- -------- --------
Power Plant Shift Crew Chief $28.22 $29.19 $30. 13
Scada Operator $27.18 $27.58
Turbine Operator $26.53 $26.92
Steam Boiler Operator $25.85 $26.20
Asst. Steam Boiler Operator $22.85 $23.07
Power Plant Lab. Tech. $24.52 $24.89
Senior Power System Elect. $28.22 $29.19 $30.13
Power System Electrician $26.41 $26.81
Electrician's Helper $22.45 $23.42 $24.36
Senior Power Plant Mech. $28.22 $29. 19 . $30.13
Canst. & Maint. Mech. Crew Chief $28.22 $29. 19 $30. 13
Power Plant Mechanic $26.41 $26.81
Canst. & Maint. Welder $26.41 $26.81
Mechanic's Helper $22.45 $23.42 $24.36
Laborer - Coal Loader/Lead $20.29 $20.55
Laborer - Coal Loader $19.09 $19.85
Cleaner - Laborer $11 .77 $13.51
Laborer - Misc. Range $11 .77 $13.51
Line Crew Chief I $29.90 $30.13
Line Crew Chief II $28.22 $28.56
Line Worker Cable Splicer $27.98
Line Worker $26.92 $27.48
Apprentice Line Worker 4 '$23.51
Apprentice Line Worker 3 $22.09
Apprentice Line Worker 2 $20.77
Apprentice Line Worker 1 $18.63
Skilled Labor - Tree Trimmer $21.21
Utility Person & Helper -
Tree Trimmer $11 .77 $13.51
Electric Meter Crew Chief $27.61
Electric Meter Service Worker $23.83 $24.14
Meter Reader $20.23 $20.54
Property Records Clerk $22.96 $23.43 $23.89 $24.34
Drafter $22.96 $23.43 $23.89 $24.34
Store Keeper $23.91 $24.30
Store Room Attendant $11 .77 $13.51
Shift Differential $0.90
J't_..............._
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER
"'"TH WAGE RATES
ELECTRIC DIVISION
Effective 4/1/04
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH V'JAGE RATES
'vVATER DIVISION
Effective
Position 1st Yr.
---------
---------
4th Yr.
'vVater rv1eter Crew Chief
'vVater Supply Maint. Mech.
"Vater Meter Service Worker
Meter Reader
526.60
$24.91
$23.83
$20.23
Property Records Clerk $22.96
Water Maint. Crew Chief I
Water Maint. Crew Chief II
Motor Equip. Operator
Skilled Laborer - Welder
$26.25
$24.99
$23.49
$22.70
Skilled Laborer I 49 mo. $21.89
Skilled Laborer II 37-48 mo. $20.39
Semi-Skilled Laborer 25-36 mo. $18.88
Laborer 13 - 24 mo. $17.33
Laborer Misc. 7 - 12 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
1 - 3 mo.
$16.36
. $14.59
$12.76
4/1/04
2nd Yr.
$25.14
$24.14
$20.54
$23.43
$26.60
$25.30
$23.66
3rd Yr.
$23.89 $24.34
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
OFFICE & CLERICAL
BOTH WATER & ELECTRIC DIVISIONS COSTS
Effective
Position 1st Yr.
4/1/04
2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr.
Typist (Clerk, Keypunch) $12.45
---------
---------
$13.45
Account Clerk $13.68
Account Clerk Typist $14.76
C Sr. Account Clerk Typist $16.36
Computer Operator (Scheduled) $16.36
~
$12.72
$13.87
$15.06
$16.54
$16.54
$13.18
$14.31
$15.59
$17.18
$17.18
$14.60
$15.83
$17.35
$18.59
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
LABOR POOL
Effective
Position
4/1/04
========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= ========= =========
Laborer - Asbestos Handler / Lead 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7-12mo.
After 12 mo
Laborer - Asbestos Handler 1 - 3 mo.
4 - 6 mo.
7-12mo.
After 12 mo
$12.02
$12.60
$13.16
$13.76
$11 .77
$12.35
$12.91
$13.51
<e
CLASSIFICATION AND GRADES TOGETHER WITH WAGE RATES
Effective
Position
4/1/04
-----------
-----------
Waste Water Maintenance Worker (Scheduled)
.
1 -6 mo.
7 - 12 mo.
12 - 18 mo.
After 18 mo.
$13.51 (training wage)
$14.22
$14.96
$15.94
LINES OF PROGRESSION
)
.
Senior Senior Senior Power Plant Shift Power Plant
Power Plant Power Plant Power System Crew Chief Lab Tech
Mechanic Mechanic Elect.
I
Scada Operator
Scada Relief Opr.
Scada Trainee.
Mechanic Power Plant Power System I
Const. & Maint. Mech. & Welder Elect. Turbine Operator
Welder Turbine Relief Opr.
Turbine Trainee-
~-
,oJ I
Steam Boiler Opr.
Steam Boiler Opr
Trainee-
Mech. Helper Mech. Helper Elect. Helper
I
Ass't Steam Boiler
Operator
I
I
Coal Handler - Leader
Coal Handler
Truck Driver
Ash Person
Cleaner
-
OUTSIDE & PLANT rv1AINT.DEPTS. -'GENERATION OR OPERATING DEPT..
ELECTRIC ~1AINT. DEPT.
.
,
.Trainee positions are to be bid positions.
Senior Power Plant Mechanic is used to represent Senior Power
Plant or Construction and Maintenance Mechanic Crew Chief.
.LINE DEPT.
line Crew Chief I
I
line Crew Chief II
I
Cable Splicer
I
line Worker
I
Apprentice 4
I
Apprentice 3
I
Apprentice 2
I
I
Apprentice 1
Skilled laborer
(Tree Trimmer) or
Utility Person
laborer
(Tree Trimmer Ass't) or
Utility Helper
~)
BPU and the Union agree the normal length of time spent in the Apprentice-line
Worker training program shall be as shown on the lines of progression the Line Dept.
Progression from one step to the next is based on employee's performance
and progress in the training program.
.
..
~
ELECTRIC METER DEPT.
Electric Meter Crew Chief
.
I
Electric Meter Service Worker
Meter Reader
, Meter Readers in this department shall have bidding rights within the department
''''~1and shall enjoy Company seniority for such purposes.
.
~.
.
Store Keeper
Laborer
(Store Room Attendant)
ENGINEERING DEPT.
Electric & Water
Drafter Property
Records Clerk
.
.~
CO~18INED ELECTRIC & 'tJATER DIV.
OFFICE-CLERICAL DEPT.
Senior Account ClerkfTypist
I
Account ClerkfTypist
I
Account Clerk
I
Clerk
Computer Operator
I
Typist
.r
,¥ ---)
.
.~
.
~.;J
VVATER DIVISION
',VATER MAINTENANCE & CONSTRUCTION & 1'J1ETER DEPT.
Water Meter Crew Chief "'later ~1ajnt. Crew Chief I
I
'Nater ~1aint. Crew Chief II
I
~1otor Equip. Operator
I
Skilled Laborer -Welder
I
Skilled Laborer I
I
Skilled Laborer II
I
Semi-Skilled Laborer
I
Laborer
I
Laborer Misc.
I
Start or Laborer Misc.
Water Supply Maint. Mech.
Water Meter Service Worker
Meter Reader
- )
49 mo.
37 -48 mo.
25-36 mo.
13-24 mo.
1-12 mo.
Entry
rv1eter Readers in this department shall have bidding rights within the department
and shall enjoy Company seniority as department seniority for such purposes.
.
.
..
'"
.
:
,\'- ---)
.
.
LABOR POOL DEPT.
(Labor Pool) Asbestos .Handler - Leader
(Labor Pool) Asbestos Handler
Asbestos handlers in this department shall enjoy departmental and system \vide seniority only.
Thev have no division senioritv.
. .
\V.-\.STE \VATER 'l~TE:~L\NCE DEPART~fENT
oJ'
\Vaste \Vater ~{aintenance \Vorker
Waste Water ~1aintenance workers in this department shall enjoy departmental
and system wide seniority only. They have no division seniority.
Bidding for this position will be on a system wide basis using system wide seniority.
- ')
.
.
